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ABSTRACT 

In the United States, law enforcement agencies are rapidly deploying body-worn 

cameras (BWCs) to increase organizational transparency and foster positive community 

relations. Proponents of the technology see BWCs as a tool to ensure police legitimacy 

and eliminate abusive conduct. Preliminary evidence identifies several benefits of using 

BWCs, such as: reduced citizen complaints, increased cooperation, and lower civil 

liability. However, emerging evidence suggests that the devices may be achieving the 

intended goals but with unintended consequences. BWC use may inadvertently increase 

use of force incidents and reduce the time that the police spend on de-escalating a 

situation. This thesis employs qualitative research methodology to examine how BWCs 

affect the ambiguous nature of police decision-making, as well as the effects of BWC use 

on the public, thereby investigating solutions for the frayed police-public relationship. By 

analyzing current data available on BWCs, examining information on human decision-

making including heuristics, and completing a comparative analysis of a similar police 

technology—the vehicle dashboard camera—the thesis finds that BWC use can have 

different and changing impacts on police behavior, suggesting that variables related to 

human factors alter the dynamics of BWC use. The thesis provides recommendations that 

cover independent agency BWC evaluations, organizational training, limits on 

discretionary officer recording, and the practical application of automated camera 

systems. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

There is broad national interest in equipping law enforcement officers with body-

worn cameras (BWC). Political debate on the subject is fierce, and federal grant funding 

for providing personnel at the local levels is ongoing.1 However, contradicting reports 

exist on the technology’s impact and effectiveness.2 Initial studies on the use of BWCs 

have shown positive results, but the reports were very limited in scope, and the findings 

could not be applied uniformly among law enforcement agencies.3 Subsequent reports on 

BWCs in policing have shown dichotomous results with actual increases in police and 

citizen use of force.4 An obvious problem—deserving of national attention and 

solutions—exists regarding the use of force and relations between police and citizens. As 

a tool to aid in addressing these deaths and broken trust, the use of BWCs must be 

carefully considered.  

This thesis, created in 2017, is one of the first to look at the whole picture, and it 

finds that the conflicting research data so far shows that the long-term and ancillary 

effects of BWC use are unknown. Thus, it is too early to assume BWCs may simply be 

implemented without unintended consequences. The investigation here looks at ancillary 

factors, such as how police officers make decisions in an organizational setting and 

the history of dashboard cameras, to hypothesize about the unsettled determinations 

surrounding BWCs. 

  

                                                 
1 Alexandra Mateescu, Alex Rosenblat, and Dana Boyd, “Police Body Worn Cameras” (Data and 

Society Research Institute, February 2015), 
http://www.datasociety.net/pubs/dcr/PoliceBodyWornCameras.pdf. 

2 Michael D. White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence (Washington, DC: 
Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, 2014), 
https://www.ojpdiagnosticcenter.org/sites/default/files/spotlight/download/Police_Officer_Body-
Worn_Cameras.pdf. 

3 Barak Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults against Officers and Does Not 
Reduce Police Use of Force: Results from a Global Multi-Site Experiment,” European Journal of 
Criminology 13, no. 6 (November 2016), https://doi.org/10.1177/1477370816643734. 

4 Barak Ariel, William A. Farrar, and Alex Sutherland, “The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras on 
Use of Force and Citizens’ Complaints against the Police: A Randomized Controlled Trial,” Journal of 
Quantitative Criminology 31, no. 3 (November 2014): 509–35, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10940-014-9236-3. 
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A. THE RESEARCH 

The research gives conflicting views as to whether BWCs decrease or actually 

increase police use of force. On the one hand, a review of BWC research completed for 

the DOJ suggests that BWCs may improve officer behavior. In a 2014 assessment of 

BWC reports, White found that studies conducted in Rialto, California, as well as in 

Mesa and Phoenix, Arizona, all indicated BWCs improved officer behavior.5 On the 

other hand, a 2015 study conducted by Min-Seok Pang and Paul Pavlou suggests just the 

opposite: that the use of BWCs may be related to increases in police use of deadly force.6 

Another study, published in the European Journal of Criminology released in 2016, 

found that the use of BWCs does not reduce police use of force, and officers may be 

more likely to be assaulted as a result of wearing BWCs.7 A subsequent study by the 

same investigators linked police discretion in BWC activation to the tools’ ability to deter 

inappropriate use of force.8  

The initial BWC studies in Rialto, Mesa, and Phoenix published determinations 

based on small police populations, placed under stressful, unfamiliar working conditions. 

Each of the studies also reported problems with officer compliance with BWC activation 

policies. The researchers conducted the studies to determine the acceptance of BWCs 

within an isolated police population. The investigators in each case did not set out to 

make determinations that were transferable among police organizations. While the results 

from these studies are essential, their findings are limited. I argue that the decisions of the 

officers in Rialto, Mesa, and Phoenix were likely more inclined to preserve their 

positions. The officers with new BWC units engaged in stricter enforcement efforts and 

demonstrated different professional demeanor out of acts of self-preservation.  

                                                 
5 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence. 

6 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology: The Effects on Fatal Shootings of 
Civilians by the Police” (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University, Fox School of Business, 2016), 
https://www.bja.gov/bwc/pdfs/SSRN-id2808662.pdf. 

7 Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults.” 

8 Barak Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum: Explaining Why Police Body-Worn Cameras ‘Work’ 
or ‘Backfire’ in Aggressive Police–Public Encounters,” Policing (2017): 1–21, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/police/paw051. 
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Subsequent studies that followed Rialto, Mesa, and Phoenix also faced challenges 

with officer compliance and the accumulation of accurate data. However, the reports that 

indicate the adverse effects of BWC use are also consequential in the furtherance of 

understanding how camera usage affects police decision-making. Ariel et al. suggest that, 

when recording commences after an encounter has escalated, the BWC no longer has 

deterrent effects, and emotional decisions override rational choice.9 With accumulated 

data, Pang and Pavlou suggested the use of BWCs was responsible for a 3.64 percent 

increase in shooting deaths of civilians by the police.10 At first, the reported results 

indicating increased use of force and emotions overriding logic while being recorded 

seem illogical. Why would BWCs increase assaults and not decrease use of force 

incidents? However, if the analysis allows for a presumption that the officers were 

accustomed to the BWCs by 2015–2016, and the investigation takes into account the 

factors associated with Social Identity Analytical Markers decision-making, the 

contradictory results begin to seem logical.  

B. EXPANDING THE ANALYSES 

The results from BWC studies between 2013 and 2016 are intricate, attempting to 

measure officer compliance, production activity, and effects on behavior. However, the 

police community has already experienced many of the reported conditions with the 

development of dashcams. BWC and dashcam technology share a similar history in the 

catalyst for their implementation and the tools’ effects on police behavior. Dashcams and 

BWCs shared problems with officer compliance and policing measures, as well as 

departmental policy implementation and training. There is evidence that the dashcam 

increased transparency and assisted in professionalization; however, the equipment never 

wholly stopped inappropriate police and citizen behavior. The lessons learned from 

dashcams’ history can help guide decisions to avoid common pitfalls.  

Research in other areas, such as studies in technology and psychology, potentially 

answer why the cameras’ deterrent capabilities are limited. Technology studies indicate 

                                                 
9 Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

10 Pang and Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.“ 
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that people become accustomed to the use of surveillance equipment and eventually go 

about their daily routines. Just as security cameras are not absolute deterrents against 

theft, the dashcam and BWC effects to limit inappropriate behavior may diminish over 

time. Psychological theories also tell us that adherence to group membership can be so 

strong that members will disregard personal losses, sometimes even physical mutilation, 

for the sake of group loyalty.11 Social Identity Theory suggests that members of a group 

will make decisions in favor of the group, even at the loss of their own benefit. An officer 

with a strong group identity will likely, therefore, act according to their perception of 

how the group believes they should respond, limiting their possible options and giving 

rise to heuristic errors on several layers. Under group identity conditions, the officer’s 

decision-making is influenced by their perceptions of self-worth and self-interest. 

Subconsciously, they are likely to balance decisions between expected response and the 

risk of losing self-esteem. 

Research analysis has led to the determination that the BWC is not just a piece of 

equipment that is distributable without due consideration. In sum, BWC use may 

contribute to increased use of force due to decreased officer tolerance. However, BWCs 

do show great promise; the equipment does have the ability to provide transparency and 

bolster police legitimacy. As many authors have stated, BWCs are not a panacea for the 

problems that exist between society and the police. Unintended consequences of BWC 

use may occur if not avoided through a comprehensive system of policy, training, 

education, and quality management.  

C. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The research analysis of this thesis determines that BWCs cannot positively affect 

policing without the application of specific measures. The four broad recommendations 

endeavor to facilitate the BWCs ability to provide police legitimacy and transparency. 

The suggestions are applicable for organizations starting a BWC initiative, as well as 

those with existing programs. The objective of the proposals is to improve the police 

                                                 
11 Henri Tajfel, Social Identity and Intergroup Relations (Cambridge University Press, 1982), 505. 
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officers’ decision process and utilize the BWCs deterrence ability to obtain optimal 

performance. 

1. Conduct Individualized BWC Research Specific to Organizations 

Agencies implementing BWC programs should carry out investigations before 

procurement and use. Michael White has recommended independent testing in an initial 

BWC assessment for the DOJ, as does Barak Ariel throughout his extended research. 

Studies suggest that the use of BWCs can backfire in that they may increase the use of 

force, assaults against officers, and citizen complaints. Implementation of BWCs based 

on research from other departments is, therefore, irresponsible. BWC data from existing 

studies are not transferable from one agency to the next. The measurement of the impact 

of BWCs within an organization is best measured by citizen and officer surveys 

accompanying the comparison of data. In their 2015 article, Drover and Ariel provide 

guidance for overcoming the challenges of implementing a BWC trial. Drover and Ariel 

suggest that police leaders undertake evidence-based testing to manage their BWC 

operations and implement change.12 The failure to tailor BWC programs to an 

organization’s individual needs may result in limited short-term success.  

2. Provide All Members of an Organization Advanced BWC Training 

Training must go beyond the standard practice of covering BWC operations, 

policies, and legal subjects. Reports that summarize factors surrounding both BWCs and 

dashcams indicate significant shortcomings in camera training programs. BWC training 

should include areas that allow for a change in officer behavior, such as education about 

the psychological aspects of BWC use. Miller and Toliver suggest that law enforcement 

incorporate scenario-based training for BWC use.13 Training programs should also 

                                                 
12 Paul Drover and Barak Ariel, “Leading an Experiment in Police Body-Worn Video Cameras,” 

International Criminal Justice Review 25 (2015), doi:10.1177/1057567715574374. 

13 Lindsay Miller, Jessica Toliver, and Police Executive Research Forum, “Implementing a Body-
Worn Camera Program: Recommendations and Lessons Learned” (Washington, DC: Office of Community 
Oriented Policing Services, 2014), https://ric-zai-inc.com/Publications/cops-p296-pub.pdf. 
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include feedback from officer and citizen surveys, mitigating problems before they create 

lasting damage.  

3. Minimize Officer Discretion for Incident Recordings 

Agency policy should explicitly spell out when officers are to commence and end 

BWC activation, complete with consequences for failing to record and a system for 

ensuring compliance. When officers fail to record an incident, despite the availability of 

BWCs, public sentiment reverts to suspicion and accusations of misconduct. One of the 

primary purposes for BWC implementation has been deterring misconduct. Deterrence is 

based on three elements: the likelihood of apprehension, severity, and swiftness of 

punishment.14 Optimum functional levels are achievable if officers work with the 

expectation that all incidents are recorded. In 2015, in a follow-on investigation to a 

multi-site study, Ariel et al. argued that the deterrence of misconduct is closely linked to 

activation policies and discretion in BWC operation.15 Ariel et al. also contended that, 

when organizations allow officers greater discretion to record without consequences for 

deactivation, the deterrent factors of the BWCs were less effective.16 BWCs will not 

likely improve behavior if programs allow officers to modify or opt-out of mandatory 

activation procedures without consequences. 

4. Allow Automated Systems to Record Incidents within Practical Limits 
of Acceptable Agency Parameters 

There are several reasons why agencies should look at automatically activating or 

continuously recording BWCs. Evidence recovery and selective activation have posed 

problems with officers since the police started using dashcams. Beyond dashcams, 

several BWC experiments, including those in Phoenix and Denver as well as the RAND 

multi-site study, noted problems with officer inconsistency in activating the units. 

Automated systems ensure that evidence is captured despite an officer’s wishes, and they 

provide police psychological conditioning. In some cases, there are definite benefits 

                                                 
14 Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

15 Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

16 Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 
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when officers are conditioned to having all incidents recorded. One study found that 

when agency BWC policies mandated recording and officers have limited authority to 

turn off the camera, improper use-of-force incidents declined.17 Complaints of recording 

failures have several manufacturers creating camera units that activate on physical 

triggers such as overhead light engagement or the removal of a weapon from the holster. 

There is also a benefit to automated BWC systems in that they override the officer’s 

ability to avoid recording incidents intentionally. Automated BWCs may also provide 

safe recording when officers are unable to activate their cameras. 

17 Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the laws of the universe is unintended consequences. 

—John Moores1 

On August 9, 2014, in Ferguson, Missouri, Darren Wilson, a white police officer, 

shot and killed an unarmed black teenager named Michael Brown. The shooting 

prompted national protests and full-scale riots that lasted for several weeks, which, in 

turn, sparked fierce debates over the legitimacy of modern policing. These events 

initiated a national interest in equipping law enforcement officers with body-worn 

cameras (BWCs). Political discussion at all levels of government began, and federal grant 

programs soon followed.2  

Since the Ferguson shooting, other controversial police-involved incidents have 

continued to fuel the rush to implement law enforcement officer BWCs. In April 2015, in 

Baltimore, Maryland, several weeks of civil unrest and riots followed the death of a black 

man during a police arrest transport. The incident flowed as if a continuation of Ferguson, 

with President Obama stating, “What the people of Baltimore want more than anything 

else is the truth.”3 Then, in July 2016, rioting ensued in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, after 

two white officers fatally shot an armed black man.4 Later that month in Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin, riots erupted after a black police officer shot and killed a black man.5 Further 

                                                 
1 “John Moores Quotes,” QuoteHD, accessed July 14, 2017, http://www.quotehd.com/quotes/john-

moores-quote-one-of-the-laws-of-the-universe-is-unintended. 

2 Alexandra Mateescu, Alex Rosenblat, and Dana Boyd, “Police Body Worn Cameras” (working 
paper, Data and Society Research Institute, 2015), 1, 
http://www.datasociety.net/pubs/dcr/PoliceBodyWornCameras.pdf.  

3 “Timeline: Freddie Gray’s Arrest, Death and the Aftermath,” Baltimore Sun, accessed November 22, 
2016, http://data.baltimoresun.com/news/freddie-gray/. 

4 Wesley Lowery, Travis M. Andrews, and Michael E. Miller, “Outrage after Video Captures White 
Baton Rouge Police Officer Fatally Shooting a Black Man,” Washington Post, July 6, 2016, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2016/07/06/video-captures-white-baton-rouge-
police-officer-fatally-shooting-black-man-sparking-outrage/. 

5 Ashley Frantz and Stephen Visser, “Hundreds Arrested in Protests over Shootings by Police,” CNN, 
August 4, 2016, http://www.cnn.com/2016/07/10/us/black-lives-matter-protests/index.html. 
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riots followed, in September 2016 in Charlotte, North Carolina, when officers shot and 

killed an armed black man.6  

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Since August 2014, in order to address concerns associated with law enforcement 

tactics, policies, and procedures, police departments have rapidly implemented BWCs. 

However, contradicting reports exist surrounding the technology’s impact and 

effectiveness.7 Initial studies on the use of BWCs showed positive results, but the reports 

were very limited in scope, and the findings could not be applied uniformly among law 

enforcement agencies.8 Subsequent reports on BWCs in policing have shown 

dichotomous results with increases in police and citizen use of force.9 Existing studies on 

BWC use exhibited problems with discretionary recording. However, a 2016 study by 

Ariel et al. argues that police discretion in BWC activation is directly linked to the 

BWCs’ ability to deter inappropriate use of force.10 An obvious problem—deserving of 

national attention and solutions—exists regarding the use of force and relations between 

police and citizens; however, using BWCs as a tool to aid in addressing the broken trust 

requires careful consideration. After the results of a 2016 study in Washington, DC, 

experts are beginning to question whether using BWCs is worth the cost.11 Further 

                                                 
6 Michael Gordon, Mark Washburn, and Fred Classen-Kelly, “Charlotte Protests: Riot Cops Fled 

Keith Lamont Scott Shooting Scene in Hail of Rocks,” Charlotte Observer, October 28, 2016, 
http://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/local/crime/article111056262.html. 

7 Michael D. White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence (Washington, DC: 
Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, 2014), 
https://www.ojpdiagnosticcenter.org/sites/default/files/spotlight/download/Police_Officer_Body-
Worn_Cameras.pdf.  

8 Barak Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults against Officers and Does Not 
Reduce Police Use of Force: Results from a Global Multi-Site Experiment,” European Journal of 
Criminology 13, no. 6 (November 2016), https://doi.org/10.1177/1477370816643734. 

9 Barak Ariel, William A. Farrar, and Alex Sutherland, “The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras on 
Use of Force and Citizens’ Complaints against the Police: A Randomized Controlled Trial,” Journal of 
Quantitative Criminology 31, no. 3 (November 2014): 509–35, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10940-014-9236-3. 

10 Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland, “The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras,” 509–35. 

11 Nell Greenfieldboyce, “Body Cam Study Shows No Effect on Police Use of Force or Citizen 
Complaints,” NPR, October 20, 2017, http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-
way/2017/10/20/558832090/body-cam-study-shows-no-effect-on-police-use-of-force-or-citizen-
complaints. 
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assessment of BWC usefulness is necessary, as there are ancillary effects to the use of 

recording devices that may negatively affect the outcome of police situations. 

The problems that may arise from BWC use are observable through a two-prong 

analysis, which includes the weight given to video evidence, and the way police officers 

make decisions. First, BWC recordings are a substantial and sound means of evidence. 

The video, in general, has a significant impact on judicial proceedings, as set by the U.S. 

Supreme Court case of Scott v. Harris.12 Officers utilizing a BWC may rely on the sound 

evidence as an independent witness to justify taking action, making them less 

apprehensive to use force. The officers may feel that the BWC recording function 

alleviates their responsibility to collect evidence. The reduction of time needed to gather 

evidence may also reduce the time that officers are spending on de-escalating a situation. 

The second part of the analysis is incumbent upon the way that police officers make 

decisions.  

Police officers identify as members of a group and may consider judgments that 

arise from within their group when deciding upon an action. According to Tajfel, the 

Social Identity Theory (SIT) research indicates that, when values and emotions are 

attached to a group membership, such as a police organization, the group becomes a part 

of the person’s identity.13 Within the framework of SIT, a person has a perceived social 

identity and, with it, a presumption that their decisions and actions are relevant to group 

representation.14 To members of a group who have developed a strong social identity, the 

beliefs, culture, and regulations of the group become the individual’s accepted standard 

behavior. Analytical markers that can be attributed to the police profession also tell us 

                                                 
12 In the Scott v Harris case, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the video of a pursuit was conclusive 

and unambiguous that jury review was unnecessary. Howard Wasserman, “Moral Panics and Body 
Cameras,” Washington University Law Review 92, no. 3 (January 2015): 831–43. 
http://openscholarship.wustl.edu/law_lawreview/vol92/iss3/10. 

13 Henri Tajfel, Differentiation between Social Groups: Studies in the Social Relations of Intergroup 
Relations (London: Academic Press, 1978), 28; and David Brannan, Kristin Darken, and Anders 
Strindberg, A Practitioner’s Way Forward (Salinas, CA: Agile Press, 2014), 53–55. 

14 Tajfel, Differentiation between Social Groups, 28; and Brannan, Darken, and Strindberg, A 
Practitioner’s Way Forward, 53–55. 
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that a police officer may be more inclined to stand up to honor challenges rather than 

compromise when a public display is possible.15  

The use of the BWC allows for the evaluation of an officer’s performance not 

only by the public but also by their supervisors and peers. The BWC brings with it a 

firsthand view of officers’ actions, demeanor, and knowledge, as well as their reluctance 

to act, forcefully or otherwise. The police who use BWCs are expected to work within the 

norms of the group, which includes defending the group’s honor. In other words, when an 

officer is faced with an honor challenge in the field, while wearing a BWC, he or she is 

no longer the sole witness to their response. An officer with a strong group identity will 

likely, therefore, act according to their perception of how the group believes they should 

respond, limiting their possible options. 

Current literature on BWC research indicates that specialized training regarding 

the effects of the camera on decision-making does not exist. A review of vehicle 

dashboard cameras (dashcams) also suggests that there has been a historical lack of 

police training on camera equipment. In 2004, a dashcam survey indicated a significant 

lack of initial and supplemental training on the technology.16 Similarly, in 2010, the NIJ 

recognized that BWC use in law enforcement had problems with technical specifications 

and operational standards.17 The failure to train officers may also be a contributing factor 

in causing incidents of force to increase when BWCs are used. Research on BWC use 

does not indicate if time is a factor, either. Currently, it is unknown if officer behavior 

changes with BWC use as they become accustomed to the technology. However, research 

results so far, from one year to the next, are already inconsistent. 

                                                 
15 Brannan, Darken, and Strindberg, A Practitioner’s Way Forward, 53–55.  

16 International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), In-Car Cameras (Alexandria, VA: IACP, 
Technology Technical Assistance Program, 2006), http://www.theiacp.org/portals/0/pdfs/InCarCamera.pdf. 

17 Jonathan Hayes and Lars Ericson, A Primer on Body Cameras for Law Enforcement (Washington, 
DC: Department of Justice, National Institute of Justice, 2012), 9, https://www.justnet.org/pdf/00-Body-
Worn-Cameras-508.pdf. 
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B. RESEARCH QUESTION  

This thesis examines the evidence surrounding BWC implementation. The 

investigation here analyzes evidence that both supports BWC usage and contradicts the 

benefits to address the following questions.  

Main Research Question: How have the ways both police and the public 

approach body-worn cameras limited the technology as an implement of policing 

effectiveness and reform? 

Subquestion A: How can the study of similar technology implementation and 

behavioral concepts be used to predict the potential outcome of police BWCs? 

 Subquestion B: Which factors contribute to behavioral changes in police and 

citizens when BWCs are used? 

C. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

U.S. society is severely fractured in terms of public-police relations. While an 

easy fix would be welcome, it is likely not that simple. In the United States, law 

enforcement agencies are rapidly deploying BWCs to increase organizational 

transparency and foster positive community relations.18 Proponents of the technology 

seek to utilize the tool as a source of ensuring police legitimacy and the elimination of 

abusive conduct.19 Preliminary evidence identifies several benefits from the BWC 

technology use, such as reduced citizen complaints, increased cooperation, and 

reductions in civil liability. However, emerging contradictory evidence shows that the 

devices may be achieving the intended goals but with unintended consequences. The 

following select areas of research have identified the potential unintended consequences 

of BWCs. 

                                                 
18 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence. 

19 Jay Stanley, “Police Body-Mounted Cameras: With Right Policies in Place, a Win for All,” ACLU, 
October 2013, https://www.aclu.org/files/assets/police_body-mounted_cameras.pdf. 
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 One study indicates BWCs are associated with a 3.64-percent increase in 

police shooting deaths of civilians.20 

 Police fatal shootings are more pronounced for African Americans and 

Hispanics over Whites and Asians, as well as for armed suspects, when 

police BWCs are in use.21 

 There is a low recording rate in select enforcement areas when camera 

usage is discretionary.22 

 There is a decrease in discretionary policing with officers favoring 

enforcement actions to the issuing of warnings.23 

 There is evidence that cameras do not have an effect on police use of force 

and may be responsible for an increase in the use of force against the 

police.24   

D.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Academic work on the subject of BWCs is scarce. As of 2017, less than ten 

studies have been published featuring U.S. police agencies and BWC use. The literature 

review for this thesis investigates available BWC research along with factors that 

influence decision-making common to the police profession. In complex human 

dynamics, many variables affect decision-making. For BWC analysis, the mental process 

that informs police decisions is as important as analyzing their decisions after the fact. 

                                                 
20 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology: The Effects on Fatal Shootings of 

Civilians by the Police” (Philadelphia: Temple University, Fox School of Business, 2016), 
https://www.bja.gov/bwc/pdfs/SSRN-id2808662.pdf. 

21 Pang and Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.” 

22 Barak Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum: Explaining Why Police Body-Worn Cameras ‘Work’ 
or ‘Backfire’ in Aggressive Police–Public Encounters,” Policing: A Journal of Policy and Practice 
(January 2017): 1–21, https://doi.org/10.1093/police/paw051. 

23 Charles Katz and Mike Kurtenbach, “Deploying Officer Body-Worn Cameras in Phoenix,” Office 
of Justice Programs, August 8, 2014, https://www.ojpdiagnosticcenter.org/blog/deploying-officer-body-
worn-cameras-phoenix. 

24 Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland, “The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras.” 
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The literature investigation explores the effects that external social pressures, in 

conjunction with the use of BWC, have on decision-making, focusing on the areas where 

a nexus exists between the utilization of BWC and the possibility of external pressures. 

1. BWC Research 

BWC has shown benefits. In 2013, a team of researchers and Chief Tony Farrar 

completed a study in Rialto, California, on the effects of BWC deployment.25 Farrar 

published the results, which found several benefits to the use of BWCs. The reported 

benefits include civilizing and deterrent effects resulting in fewer citizen complaints, use 

of force incidents, and assaults on police officers.26 A group of researchers assessing the 

evidence for the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology (ANZJC) 

identified that BWC supporters insist BWC will produce objective evidence, curb 

inappropriate conduct, lessen constitutional litigation, and add greater clarity for the 

justice process.27 In White’s assessment of BWC studies, he summarized conclusions and 

reported that citizens would also be less likely to file questionable or false complaints 

when the video evidence contradicts the statements.28 

More benefits include increased accuracy in documentation. Miller and Toliver 

used a 2013 PERF survey of 500 U.S. police agencies to formulate their 

recommendations. The 2013 study revealed that the number one reason many agencies 

decided to deploy BWCs was to provide a more accurate documentation of police 

encounters with the public.29 The agencies responding to the PERF survey noted 

                                                 
25 Tony Farrar, “Self-Awareness to Being Watched and Socially-Desirable Behavior: A Field 

Experiment on the Effect of Body-Worn Cameras on Police Use-of-Force,” Police Foundation, March 19, 
2013, https://www.policefoundation.org/publication/self-awareness-to-being-watched-and-socially-
desirable-behavior-a-field-experiment-on-the-effect-of-body-worn-cameras-on-police-use-of-force/. 

26 Farrar, “Self-Awareness.” 

27 Timothy I. C. Cubitt et al., “Body-Worn Video: A Systematic Review of Literature,” Australian 
and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 50, no. 3 (March 2016): 379–396, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0004865816638909. 

28 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence. 

29 Lindsay Miller, Jessica Toliver, and Police Executive Research Forum, Implementing a Body-Worn 
Camera Program: Recommendations and Lessons Learned (Washington, DC: Office of Community 
Oriented Policing Services, 2014), https://ric-zai-inc.com/Publications/cops-p296-pub.pdf. 
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decreases in citizen complaints and faster resolutions when allegations occurred.30 In a 

report filed by White, he points out that video evidence alone has been able to cause the 

resolution of citizen complaints and possibly civil suits.31 As far as the value of the 

evidence, in an article for Harvard Law Review, Kahan, Hoffman, and Braman identify 

the weight that video evidence holds, citing the U.S. Supreme Court case on the matter of 

Scott v. Harris.32 

There is also a widespread belief that video recordings can be used for training 

evaluations. On one hand, White and a separate research group, published in The Journal 

of Qualitative Criminology (JQC), believe that value can be derived from the recorded 

data through reviews of officers’ actions and behavior while approaching critical 

incidents or citizen contacts.33 White further assesses that video evidence is of value as a 

training tool for tactics, communications, and to identify internal weaknesses.34 On the 

other hand, Wasserman determines, based on the availability of limited studies, that 

officers will be more proactive, more reluctant to take risks, and less forceful and 

invasive.35 The NAACP agrees with the positive assessments of BWCs and police 

                                                 
30 Miller, Toliver, and Police Executive Research Forum, Implementing a Body-Worn Camera 

Program. 

31 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence; Wasserman, “Moral Panics 
and Body Cameras.” 

32 Dan M. Kahan, David A. Hoffman, and Donald Braman, “Whose Eyes Are You Going to Believe? 
Scott v. Harris and the Perils of Cognitive Illiberalism,” Harvard Law Review 122, no. 3 (January 2009), 
http://harvardlawreview.org/2009/04/whose-eyes-are-you-going-to-believe-scott-v-harris-and-the-perils-of-
cognitive-illiberalism/. 

33 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence; Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland, 
“The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras”; and Katz, “Deploying Officer Body-Worn Cameras in 
Phoenix.” 

34 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence; Body Cameras: Can 
Technology Increase Protection for Law Enforcement Officers and the Public?: Testimony before the 
Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism, 114th Cong. 1 (2015) (statement of Lindsay Miller, senior research 
associate, Police Executive Research Forum).  

35 Wasserman, “Moral Panics and Body Cameras”; Nathan James, “Can Body Worn Cameras Serve 
as a Deterrent to Police Misconduct?,” CRS Insights, August 28, 2014, 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/IN10142.pdf. 
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training. In a letter to the U.S. Attorney General in 2014, the NAACP called the body 

camera a training tool for “appropriate police practices.”36 

In contrast, not all of the literature surrounding BWCs is positive. The consensus 

among many researchers outside of the narrow testing areas agree that cameras could 

increase transparency, legitimacy, and enhanced training, but there is not sufficient 

research to confirm the claims. The baseline experiments currently in use to bolster the 

positive results reported are Rialto, California (2013), Mesa, Arizona (2013), and 

Phoenix, Arizona (2014).37 The researchers reviewing the reports—White, Barak et al., 

James, Wasserman, and Feeney—all agree that the initial reports lack necessary research 

standards to confirm the indications.38  White and the researchers of Data & Society 

assessed that the studies being relied upon to finance and promote the use of BWCs had 

significant methodological limitations, including that some were conducted without 

comparative groups and that others were flawed based upon independent control 

mechanisms.39 Miller and Toliver expressed the need for caution when using the Rialto, 

Mesa, and Phoenix studies, finding that the active claims were untested.40 The different 

authors’ evaluations of the current studies have identified the shortcomings of the 

primary data sets in use for policy development and equipment procurement. In the 

                                                 
36 Sherrilyn Ifill, “Letter to Attorney General Holder,” NAACPLDF, August 14, 2014, 

http://www.naacpldf.org/files/case_issue/8-14-
2014%20Letter%20to%20AG%20Holder%20re%20use%20of%20excessive%20force%20by%20police.pd
f. 

37 Farrar, “Self-Awareness”; Justin T. Ready and Jacob T. Young, “The Impact of on-Officer Video 
Cameras on Police–citizen Contacts: Findings from a Controlled Experiment in Mesa, AZ” (Phoenix: 
Arizona State University, 2015), http://centerformediajustice.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/The-Impact-
of-On-officer-Video-Cameras-on-Police-Citzen-Contacts-JEC.pdf; Katz, “Deploying Officer Body-Worn 
Cameras in Phoenix.” 

38 Nathan James, “Can Body Worn Cameras Serve”; Wasserman, “Moral Panics and Body Cameras”; 
White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence; Mateescu, Rosenblat, and Boyd, 
“Police Body Worn Cameras”; Matthew Feeney, “Watching the Watchmen Best Practices for Police Body 
Cameras,” CATO Institute, no. 782 (October 2015), https://www.cato.org/publications/policy-
analysis/watching-watchmen-best-practices-police-body-cameras.  

39 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence; Cubitt et al., “Body-Worn 
Video.” 

40 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence; Cubitt et al., “Body-Worn 
Video”; Miller and Toliver, Implementing a Body-Worn Camera Program: Recommendations and Lessons 
Learned.  
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Rialto, CA study, Ariel et al. conveyed that the results may not represent the population 

of police departments, but that the findings were consequential and promising.41 

In addition to the controlled test areas, there have also been surveys relied upon as 

positive evidence for the use of body cameras, such as Orlando 2014 and PERF 2013, 

that may need to be approached cautiously.42  White criticized both studies for failing to 

measure actual behavior and also for their limits upon understanding the impact and 

consequences of a camera program.43 The ANZJC researchers concluded that studies of 

opinions and undocumented evidence could not be relied upon to assess cameras as a 

behavioral change mechanism.44 In White’s dissenting opinion of the studies, he 

proposed that, without valid and reliable data, the studies can only speculate about the 

deterrence of unwanted behavior and the influence upon good behavior.45 He further 

concluded that there is little evidence supporting the benefits and drawbacks of the 

technology, and the lack of definitive answers prohibits a researcher’s ability to provide 

definitive recommendations regarding the adoption of a camera program.46 

In another study by Pang and Pavlou for the Fox School of Business at Temple 

University, the researchers concluded that the “use of wearable body cameras is related to 

an increase in the deaths of civilians by the police, contrary to an intuitive expectation 

that the adoption of body cameras would prevent deadly shootings.”47 Upon compilation 

and assessment of multiple data sources, the researchers explain their findings by 

applying the Signal Detection Theory to the actions of police officers wearing body 

cameras in deadly force situations.48 Under the theory, police officers are faster to react 

in deadly force encounters because they feel the camera will justify their actions and 

                                                 
41 Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland, “The Effect of Police Body-Worn Cameras.” 

42 Mateescu, Rosenblat, and Boyd, “Police Body Worn Cameras”; Miller and Toliver, Implementing a 
Body-Worn Camera Program: Recommendations and Lessons Learned. 

43 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence.  

44 Cubitt et al., “Body-Worn Video.” 

45 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence.  

46 White, Police Officer Body-Worn Cameras: Assessing the Evidence.  

47 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.”  

48 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.”  
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exonerate them in the event of criminal prosecution.49 The researchers further assess that 

officers wearing BWCs will put more emphasis on the lives of the innocent when making 

shooting decisions.50 The work of Pang and Pavlou is useful in the identification of 

contradictions related to the speculations surrounding body camera systems. The 

researchers used data from various sources with significant verification methods to 

complete their comparative study.51  

A 2016 report published in the European Journal of Criminology (EJC) also 

found an increase in police use of force and assaults on police when BWCs are in use.52 

The study found that BWCs had no overall discernable effect on police use of force, 

meaning BWCs did not lower force actions.53 Also, BWCs increased the likelihood of an 

officer assault during a shift.54 Using accumulated data, the study found the rate of 

assaults against officers was 15 percent higher when body cameras were present.55 The 

reports by Pang and Pavlou and the BWC report in the ECJ are an analysis of data 

collected from various sources outside of the current literature often relied on for 

policymaking and speculation. The report analysis methods are valid and provide relevant 

information for the counter argument to the use of BWCs being beneficial.  

The researchers from the ECJ study followed up on their findings to uncover why 

the use of BWCs was linked to the increase in use of force incidents in some cases and 

decreases in others.56 Ariel et al. conducted a sub-group analysis of the multi-site 

                                                 
49 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.”  

50 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.”  

51 Min-Seok Pang and Paul A. Pavlou, “Armed with Technology.”  

52 Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults against Officers and Does Not Reduce 
Police Use of Force.” 

53 Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults against Officers and Does Not Reduce 
Police Use of Force.” 

54 Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults against Officers and Does Not Reduce 
Police Use of Force.” 

55 Ariel et al., “Wearing Body Cameras Increases Assaults against Officers and Does Not Reduce 
Police Use of Force.” 

56 Barak Ariel et al., “Report: Increases in Police Use of Force in the Presence of Body-Worn 
Cameras Are Driven by Officer Discretion: A Protocol-Based Subgroup Analysis of Ten Randomized 
Experiments,” Journal of Experimental Criminology 12, no. 3, (May 2016): 453–463, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11292-016-9261-3. 
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randomized control trial related to the use of force incidents and officer discretion on 

activating BWCs.57 In the report, Ariel et al. argue that police discretion in BWC 

activation is directly linked to the BWCs’ ability to deter inappropriate use of force. The 

researchers sub-analysis found that, when agency BWC policies mandated recording and 

officers have limited authority to cease activations, improper use of force incidents 

declined.58 Also, in situations where organizations maintained weak BWC policies 

allowing officers greater discretion to record, without consequences for deactivations, the 

deterrent factors of the BWC were less effective.59 Evidence from the same study 

suggests that, when recording commences after an encounter has escalated, the BWC 

does not have deterrent effects on the police use of inappropriate force.60 The Ariel et al. 

supplemental investigation reports provide a substantial argument for the necessity of 

agency pilot programs, effective policies, and appropriate officer training.61 The study 

also adds weight to prevailing opinions that further research in the subject area is 

required.  

2. Heuristics  

In its purest form, human decision-making is a cognitive process to efficiently 

solve a problem, make a judgment, or initiate an action. Researchers have identified that 

people save deliberation time by subconsciously relying on a series of preconceived 

strategies known as heuristics.62 Through heuristics, people reduce the effort of retrieving 

and storing information, speed up the decision process, and primarily rely on less 

                                                 
57 Barak Ariel et al., “Report: Increases.” 

58 Barak Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

59 Barak Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

60 Barak Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

61 Barak Ariel et al., “The Deterrence Spectrum.” 

62 Anuj K. Shah and Daniel M. Oppenheimer, “Heuristics Made Easy: An Effort-Reduction 
Framework,” Psychological Bulletin 134, no. 2 (March 2008): 207–22, http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/0033-
2909.134.2.207. 
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information to arrive at a decision.63 In the book Routine Decision Making, Michael Inbar 

describes heuristics as our primary decision-making strategy: “we have seen that whether 

man is aware of the fact or not it turns out to be the only strategy available to him for 

nearly all of the problems that he confronts.”64 Other researchers, however, suggest that 

independent factors also contribute to the decision-making process.  

The combination of influencing factors, along with the size, functionality, and 

depth of the problem, all contribute to the individual’s decision heuristic.65 The decision 

maker, for example, also evaluates and weighs the positions or possible consequences of 

the choice.66 Shah and Oppenheimer argue that, in developing heuristics, people use one 

or more effort-reduction principles to create the decision shortcut.67 According to Shah 

and Oppenheimer, people subconsciously apply a decision-making weight to cues 

associated with their decision and choose the option they have ranked as most important. 

People process the ranking of cues without necessarily engaging in a sophisticated 

analysis of the subject.68 In some cases, heuristics alone perform well enough to arrive at 

the decision that needs to be made. Beach writes that “heuristics often serve decision 

makers well because they produce answers that were moderately accurate while reducing 

the cognitive effort required to make them.”69 In some situations, however, heuristics can 

be counterproductive, such as when the information used to form the heuristic is biased.  

                                                 
63 Cindy Dietrich, “Decision Making: Factors That Influence Decision Making, Heuristics Used, and 

Decision Outcomes,” Inquiries Journal 2, no. 02 (2010), 
http://www.inquiriesjournal.com/articles/180/decision-making-factors-that-influence-decision-making-
heuristics-used-and-decision-outcomes. 

64 Inbar, Michael, Routine Decision-Making: The Future of Bureaucracy (Beverly Hills: Sage 
Publications, Inc.,1979), 61. 

65 Inbar, Michael, Routine Decision-Making, 62. 

66 March, James G. and Heath, Chip, A Primer on Decision Making How Decisions Happen (New 
York: The Free Press, 1994) , 3. 

67 Shah and Oppenheimer, “Heuristics Made Easy,” 209. 

68 Shah and Oppenheimer, “Heuristics Made Easy,” 207. 

69 Beach, Lee R., The Psychology of Decision Making People in Organizations (Thousand Oaks, CA: 
Sage Publications, Inc., 1997), 91. 
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3. Heuristics and Cognitive Biases 

Heuristics can pose problems in certain circumstances especially when they create 

systematic biases. In 1974, Tversky and Kahneman revealed that decisions using 

heuristics could lead to errors and cognitive biases.70 To understand how the use of 

heuristics can lead to errors and biases, Tversky and Kahneman break the analysis down 

into simple elements. They first hold that errors occur when decisions are made that rely 

on data with limited validity.71 Next, Tversky and Kahneman explain that a decision 

made with inaccurate input creates a subconscious tendency to think in a certain way.72 If 

the memory that forms becomes a systematic way of thinking, the mental shortcut has 

created a cognitive bias.  

Tversky and Kahneman explain the thought process behind distance estimation as 

one way to demonstrate how heuristics can lead to cognitive biases, paraphrased as 

follows.73 For example, we determine the distance of an object partially by how well it 

can be seen. In other words, the sharper the image, the closer it appears. Closer objects, 

as drivers know, are, in fact, more visible than further objects, but the statement is not 

true in all situations. A heuristic that systematically relies on the visibility rule to gauge 

distance can lead to an estimation error. By applying the rule in all circumstances, we 

overestimate distances when visibility is poor and underestimate when visibility is good. 

The example of distance estimation relays how a heuristic can work to routinely estimate 

distance, and also shows how, as the problem becomes complicated with variables, 

inaccuracy can occur. Along the same lines, Inbar holds that heuristic problem solving is 

a “fallible procedure,” primarily because problems become complicated, and humans 

have limited information-processing capabilities.74 Inbar’s logic is that heuristics remain 

                                                 
70 Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, “Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases,” in 

Utility, Probability, and Human Decision Making: Selected Proceedings of an Interdisciplinary Research 
Conference, Rome, 3–6 September, 1973, ed. Dirk Wendt and Charles Vlek (Dordrecht, Holland/ Boston: 
D. Reidel Publishing,1975), 141–62, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-010-1834-0_8. 

71 Tversky and Kahneman, “Judgement under Uncertainty,” 141–62. 

72 Tversky and Kahneman, “Judgement under Uncertainty,” 141–62. 

73 Daniel Kahneman, Paul Slovic, and Amos Tversky, Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and 
Biases (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982). 

74 Inbar, Michael, Routine Decision-Making: The Future of Bureaucracy, 72. 
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constant while the problem space rapidly increases beyond the effectiveness of mental 

shortcuts.   

Tversky and Kahneman see the limits of heuristics through three types of heuristic 

principles along with their associated biases. They see the principles used to “reduce the 

complex task of assessing probabilities and predicting values to simpler judgmental 

operations” as necessarily limited.75 Their three heuristics types are representativeness, 

availability, and anchoring and adjustment.76 The first heuristic model, 

representativeness, deals with the similarities of situations and the probability that a 

similar cause or outcome is most likely.77 The availability heuristic happens when people 

judge situations based on how quickly information details can be brought to mind, such 

as cues from recent memories.78 In the final heuristic group, anchoring and adjustment, 

decision-making begins with an initial value (the anchor) that is then adjusted to arrive at 

a definitive answer.79 Tversky and Kahneman further divided their heuristic types into 

sub-groups based on the cognitive processes used and the type of decision most likely to 

employ the heuristic.  

When the need arises to make an assessment and the person already possesses a 

recent mental prototype, the representativeness heuristic is often triggered, so that a 

person subconsciously uses a mental shortcut which, in turn, triggers a subconscious bias. 

The subconscious process is operative when people are confronted with common 

questions like the ones that follow. “What is the probability that object A belongs to class 

B?”80 “What is the probability that process B will generate event A?”81 Valid answers to 

these questions would require accurate information about the subject. However, when 

enough information is not available for a legitimate judgment, empirical evidence shows 
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“that judgments of likelihood are reduced to judgments of similarity.”82 For example, a 

person might already believe that lower-income people commit street crimes. The same 

person is aware that people of color are significantly represented in lower income levels. 

According to the theory of the representative heuristic, if faced with deciding on the 

commission of a street crime, that person will make an initial judgment that a suspect is a 

person of color.  

While the subconscious application of the representative heuristic requires that the 

individual know a similar set of circumstances, at other times, a person may have 

information stored in memory, but the decision to be made involves the chances of 

something occurring or being as accurate as it was the last time.83  In this situation, 

people are likely to assess the decision via the subconscious application of the availability 

heuristic. The availability heuristic relies on how readily a person can bring available 

information to mind. For example, when looking at a large package, without close 

examination, the person draws on available information to assume that the item probably 

has a weight equivalent to the container size. The availability heuristic is thus convenient 

for frequent occurrences, but it may also lead to decisions without a valid basis.  

In other cases, stored memory information loosely associated with a question or 

decision can serve as the starting point for decision-making. In various situations, when a 

relevant value is available, a person will start with what they know and adjust their 

answer up or down accordingly to arrive at an acceptable solution. Tversky and 

Kahneman believe that this heuristic of anchoring and adjustment is mainly used when 

the decision involves the application of a numeric value.84 For example, if a person is 

asked to recall what year the Watergate Scandal happened in, they may start their anchor 

answer with the year 1971 and adjust from there. Although the person does not have 

actual knowledge of the exact dates of the event, they base their answer on what is known 

to them: possibly, here, the respondent does know the Nixon Presidency began in 1968 

and that Watergate occurred as he prepared for a second term.  
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The anchoring and adjustment heuristic, however, is not limited to numerical 

values. According to Fiedler and von Sydow, “judges often use an initial anchor, which is 

then adjusted in the light of further information stemming from memory or external 

sources.”85 Besides judges, people subconsciously engage the anchoring and adjustment 

heuristic on a daily basis in various types of professions. Brannan, Darken, and 

Strindberg identify the possible formation of anchoring biases when describing the 

building of analytical products for terrorism analysis.86 The adjusting heuristic does 

speed decision-making; however, like the representativeness and availability heuristics, 

errors can also result. Tversky and Kahneman believe that cognitive biases formed by 

each of the heuristics were behind the common decision-errors of their test subjects.  

Cognitive biases are mental errors caused by the simplification of information and 

personal processing strategies and can result in more than a simple error in judgment.87 

Different from personal attitudes or viewpoints such as those found in cultural biases, 

cognitive biases result from mistakes in reasoning or evaluation. According to Heuer, 

cognitive biases that can influence decision-making come from the application of 

“subconscious mental procedures” that are “consistent and predictable.”88 In a 2008 

study published in the Journal of Educational Psychology, West, Toplak, and Stanovich 

found that biases based on strong opinions and beliefs have the potential to cause 

irrational thinking.89 The same researchers also write that rationality is a fundamental 

element of objective analysis, and, without rationality, critical thinking cannot take 

place.90 When cognitive biases influence decision-making, Dietrich argues that people 
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“over-rely” on “expected observations and previous knowledge, while dismissing 

information or observations that are perceived as uncertain.”91  

Inbar explained that one way to look at decision errors caused by heuristics was 

that problems expand, but heuristics remain constant. In the example given with the 

decisions involving street crimes and the person of color, additional information could 

change the decision-makers judgment. However, in various behavioral studies, Tversky 

and Kahneman conclude that the representativeness heuristic can lead to decision errors 

where the decision-maker will overlook several factors that should influence their 

judgments of probability.92 Specifically, Tversky and Kahneman found that, when using 

a representativeness heuristic, decision-makers discounted prior outcomes, sample size, 

and reliability of evidence; the failure to give proper weight to available evidence causes 

decision-makers to misconceive the probability of chance and to misunderstand the 

causes of negative results.93 The judgment errors then lead to a buildup of unwarranted 

confidence in decisions.94 The results first reported by Tversky and Kahneman were later 

tested by other researchers, who reported similar findings.  

In a 2008 study, Payne and Crowley affirmed that several factors are overlooked 

when the heuristic representativeness is subconsciously used. Payne and Crowley 

concluded that the test subjects rarely used base rates when given a choice.95 In other 

words, their test subjects discounted prior outcomes when information was provided that 

could have influenced their decision. For example, when assessing patients, medical 

practitioners may overestimate the probability of diagnoses based on a person’s 

symptoms because they also have other information, such as the conditions of a person’s 

employment location. The practitioners may give undue weight to the employment 

location as a causal factor even if it is not scientifically proven as medically related to the 
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diagnosis. Payne and Crowley’s test subjects also showed significant variability in their 

recall of base rates and favored causal data.96 The latter portion of Payne and Crowley’s 

conclusions indicate that the trial subjects discounted the reliability of evidence. For the 

most part, decision errors may not have serious consequences. However, judgment errors 

made in a law enforcement setting are among those that can have significant 

ramifications. 

4. Social Identity Analysis 

An analysis of how people are going to react when a BWC is utilized requires an 

understanding of the strength of the external influences of a person’s social identity. In 

the book a The Practitioners Way Forward: Terrorism Analysis, David Brannan, and 

Anders Strindberg demonstrate how selected anthropological and sociological cultural 

markers, along with the psychological effects of personal relevance, are effective in 

analyzing groups. The method taught by Brannan and Strindberg at the Naval 

Postgraduate School-Center for Homeland Defense and Security has been labeled the 

Social Identity Analytical Method (SIAM) and is fully explained in their work.97 SIAM 

is the combination of Social Identity Theory (SIT) with carefully selected anthropological 

and sociological cultural markers.98  

According to Hogg and Abrams, part of a person’s environment consists of their 

social and occupational context.99 In a review of the literature on decision-making, 

Jacobs and Gaver said that many factors influence decision-making, including the 

environment in which the decision is made.100 For police officers, the pressures from 
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their environment may be amplified because of the nature of the police profession and the 

ease in which their actions become subject to broad public exposure. Individuals working 

in the police business may develop specific personality traits directly related to their 

occupation. According to Lindsay, Banks, and Shelley, people may form a police 

personality “through nurture-via the common attitudes, goals, and means.”101 When a 

person has a perceived identity through group membership, their identity may 

subconsciously guide their decision-making.102   

SIT research indicates that, when values and emotions are attached to a group 

membership, such as a police organization, the group becomes a part of the person’s 

identity,103 and certain markers work together for analysis. It should be noted that a 

person is not classified or set into one identity; however, identities we derive from group 

membership can guide decisions and direct actions.104 Applying anthropological and 

sociological research cultural identity markers to police officers allows for an 

interpretation of how police group membership can influence decision-making.105 

Brannan, Darken, and Strindberg refer to the standard analytical markers utilized as “the 

patron-client relationship, honor-shame paradigm, the challenge and response cycle, and 

the issue of limited good.”106  

SIAM’s four primary analytical markers overlap and feed into each other, 

allowing the observer to more effectively analyze group behavior.107 The patron-client 

relationship is a symbolic and reciprocating affiliation between groups or individuals that 
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exchange resources. Directly related to the patron-client relationship is “limited good,” 

the concept that social, economic, and natural resources are finite.108 The honor-shame 

paradigm describes a form of social currency that can be individual or collective.109 

Honor is an attribute associated with admiration and respect whereas shame is a condition 

of disgrace. The honor-shame paradigm fuels the challenge-response cycle, a process 

used to convey communications.110 In the cycle, individuals or groups will use actions or 

statements in an attempt to gain social status or influence behavior. In turn, an opposing 

group or the target audience assesses and responds to the actions or statements. Many of 

the described markers are present in the analysis of individuals and how they form their 

social identity as the police.111 

E. METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE 

The research methodology for this work is qualitative, analyzing evidence and 

academic thought to explain the effects of BWCs on policing. This thesis analyzes the 

current data available on BWCs, investigates information on human decision-making, 

and completes a comparative analysis of a similar police technology, the vehicle 

dashboard camera (dashcam). Through an inductive process, this thesis attempts to 

synthesize information regarding BWCs, dashcams, and the science behind how people 

make decisions by their perceived social identity. The limited investigation on dashcams 

examines a supporting comparative situational occurrence to the implementation of 

BWCs. The thesis investigates BWC data, dashcams, and decision-making factors in 

order to explore the extent to which BWCs are likely to affect officer decision making 

and behavior.   

This thesis does not explore the actual technology driving camera development, 

nor does it analyze the ancillary logistics and budgeting conditions surrounding BWC 

usage. This study identifies the increase in BWC usage since the inception of the 
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technology, but it does not focus on the current amount of BWCs in use, the various 

vendors producing the camera units, or actual methods of wearing the camera units. Due 

to the limited period and data associated with this project, the thesis does not identify 

different behavioral aspects when BWC units are worn on various parts of the body. 

Also, the thesis does not examine police behavior before police cameras were 

used in the United States. This thesis does not provide a detailed history of intelligence 

technology or psychological, behavioral theories beyond that which is necessary to prove 

or disprove influence on decision making about BWCs. This study does not provide 

analysis of information technology, psychological behavior theories, or vehicle-mounted 

cameras that cannot be used in the study of BWCs. 

The data sources for the project consist entirely of open-source reports, media 

coverage, academic summaries, published government reports, academic research, 

professional journals, government testimony, independent studies, books, and reports 

from public interest groups. The data source time frame used for camera technology is 

relevant to the BWC implementation period. The data source period for the police 

behavioral statistics also coincides with actual BWC usage. Psychological data for 

analysis is collected from various periods, so long as it is considered current and relevant 

to the professional and academic psychology community. This thesis follows a linear 

approach beginning with the collection of data relevant to BWCs, dashcams, and research 

on human decision-making. The data is analyzed to identify the independent information 

on the individual issues, to determine patterns in the select items, and to isolate the scope 

of the problem. The analysis then interprets the patterns and identifies areas that allow for 

feasible solutions and recommendations to improve BWC policy.  

The outcome of the research is a set of recommendations for future BWC policies 

based on the supported analysis. Through the analysis of historical data and 

psychological behavior theory associated with decision-making, the thesis clarifies the 

relationship between the use of BWC technology in policing and behavioral outputs. The 

final product is intended to be a resource for implementing BWC policy and training 

programs, thereby assisting agencies in strategic planning processes by helping them 
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avoid previously unknown vulnerabilities and pitfalls. Also, the thesis is intended to aid 

readers as a resource to establish a baseline for future research projects.   

F. THESIS OVERVIEW  

Chapter II opens with a detailed history of BWC progress. The BWC section 

dives into the conditions that propelled the equipment’s exponential increase in use from 

a fractional amount in 2013 to as much as 95 percent of major police agencies by 

2016.112 The chapter dedicated to BWCs evaluates the current research on the subject and 

reports on concerns surrounding the implementation of the equipment. The discussion of 

BWC research provides study comparisons, identifying common as well as contrasting 

issues and findings.  

Chapter III examines police dashcam capabilities along with a detailed history of 

the catalyst for the device implementation. The analysis includes ancillary subjects 

surrounding vehicle cameras such as political pressure, officer feelings/concerns, 

equipment training, and mission effectiveness. The analysis of dashcams is used as a 

historical frame of reference for equipment implementation completed under similar 

conditions as BWCs. Chapter IV discusses the synthesized analysis of BWCs, 

subconscious decision-making factors, and dashcams. Based on the analysis, Chapter V 

synthesizes findings and suggests recommendations in a brief conclusion, ideal for use to 

better prepare law enforcement for adjusting BWC policy and implementing adaptations 

for officer training.  
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II. INCEPTION OF BODY–WORN CAMERAS 

Nothing happens in a vacuum in life: every action has a series of 
consequences, and sometimes it takes a long time to fully understand the 
consequences of our actions. 

—Khaled Hosseini113  

In 2013, Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) surveyed 500 police agencies 

to find out about BWC usage and policy. The PERF study identified only 63 departments 

as users of BWCs, with only one-third of them having a written policy to govern the 

technology’s use.114 Within three years, BWC use by law enforcement exponentially 

increased. By August of 2016, CNN reported that 42 out of 68 major cities in the United 

States, including 50 of the most populated, had BWC programs and policies in place.115 

In a 2016 report published in Police Quarterly, Barak Ariel said that at least 15 U.S. 

states are considering legislation mandating BWC use by all law enforcement.116 

However, there are mixed reviews as to the benefits of BWC implementation. On one 

side, the proponents of the technology view the tool as a source of ensuring police 

legitimacy and transparency and as a way to curb abusive conduct. On the other side, 

opponents offer contradictory evidence that BWCs bring about unintended consequences, 

possibly increasing the very things BWCs are meant to decrease.  

Chapter II explores the stakeholders, benefits, problems, and conditions arising 

from the introduction of BWCs in U.S. law enforcement. The chapter starts by first  
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detailing the social and legislative background of BWC use, then describing and  

assessing the previous studies, and, last, considering BWC problem areas, including those  

that may not only disprove BWCs as a deterrent but actually increase police use of force. 

Studies indicate that BWCs alter police behavior; however, the research is limited in 

scope and applicability. Several reports on studies also demonstrate that the policy 

controlling officer recording discretion may contribute to the negative effects of BWC 

use. The problems arising from BWCs are not cut and dry. Various articles and testimony 

show that interpretations of BWC benefits and shortcomings differ among scholars, 

representative groups, and members of the community.   

A. SOCIAL AND LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND SURROUNDING 
IMPLEMENTATION  

Body-worn audio and video technologies that are conducive to the needs of law 

enforcement have been used since 2005.117 Still, before 2014, BWCs were not prevalent 

in U.S. law enforcement. Before 2013, national surveys that measured BWC use did not 

exist.118  The first report to collect accumulative BWC data, the 2013 PERF BWC 

survey, went unpublished, though its findings are available through recommendation 

reports and author testimony.119 In 2014, PERF published a different report that refers to 

the 2013 survey as an “informal” project.120 However, the National Institute of Justice 

(NIJ) used the 2013 PERF survey results to fund two studies of BWCs, a market review 

and a limited impact assessment of the Las Vegas Metro Police Department.121  
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Then, in August 2014, Ferguson, Missouri, Police Officer Darren Wilson shot and 

killed Michael Brown, a black teenage male. The shooting incident was not uncommon in 

the United States; however, it sparked subsequent protests and riots that led to a national 

call for the end of alleged abusive police tactics.122 Pleas for an effective solution to the 

problem came from the public, the president of the United States, federal legislators, 

police officials, and the ACLU.123 The demand for BWCs soon outpaced the 

government’s ability to employ programs based on valid and reliable data. 

Speculation that the use of a BWC might have prevented or at least answered 

many questions about the 2014 Ferguson shooting of Michael Brown began almost 

immediately, with reports and opinion pieces creating a counter-factual analysis.124 In an 

article for American Thinker, Brandon Brown attributed the concept of a BWC 

preventing the Ferguson incident directly to President Obama.125 The implementation of 

the BWC for law enforcement was also the single request made by the Brown family.126 

Through public and political pressure, the BWC technology emerged as the single tool 

needed for an independent witness solution to police actions.  
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In December 2014, four months before the conclusion of the Department of 

Justice (DOJ) investigation into the Ferguson shooting incident, President Obama 

proposed the Law Enforcement Body Worn Camera Partnership Program.127 The 

program allocated $263 million for police training and the investment of $75 million in  

matching funds for states and localities to purchase body-worn video equipment.128 

Many police departments in the United States raced to equip officers with the BWC 

technology.129 Other countries also were motivated to take action in the wake of 

Ferguson; Erika Tucker reported that local governments in Canada implemented 

preventative policing plans.130 Cubitt et al. note that, in the same time frame, Australia 

renewed significant interest in BWC application programs.131 

National pressures for the implementation of BWCs continued through 2015. In 

April of that year, there were several weeks of civil unrest and riots in Baltimore, 

Maryland, following the death of Freddy Gray during a police arrest transport.132 A BWC 

did not capture the Baltimore event, further fueling the mistrust of police agencies and 

the call for video footage. On April 30, President Obama, speaking on the incident, said 

that “what the people of Baltimore want more than anything else is the truth.”133  
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In Baton Rouge, Louisiana, rioting ensued in July 2016 after two white officers 

fatally shot an armed black man.134 The Baton Rouge incident was not captured on a 

BWC but was independently filmed by a bystander with a cell phone.135 The same 

month, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, riots erupted after a black police officer shot and killed  

a black man armed with a handgun loaded with 23 rounds of ammunition. The officer in 

Milwaukee did have a BWC, and the recording captured the images of the person shot 

holding a handgun.136 Large-scale civil unrest continued in 2016 when riots followed a 

September police shooting in Charlotte, North Carolina. In the Charlotte incident, white 

officers shot and killed an armed black man. Bystanders recorded the action by cell 

phone as officers captured the events on their BWCs.137 The bystander video depicted the 

scene from the witnesses’ standpoint and was able to show the struggle between the 

officers and suspect. The BWC located on the officer’s upper torso could not provide the 

same evidentiary value.  

The common denominator in each of these situations is significant civil unrest 

following the event. Several large cities throughout the country, such as New York, 

Chicago, and Los Angeles, faced similar incidents. In Dallas, Texas, during a peaceful 

protest of police abuse in July 2016, a lone gunman killed five police officers and 

wounded seven others.138 The national impact of each shooting event suggests that the  
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problem goes even beyond the complexity of race relations in the United States. The 

extent and vehemence of the civil unrest strongly suggest that the underlying issues are 

more than video footage—or even race. 

Public criticism of police agencies did not end when officers were equipped with 

BWCs. The camera recordings or lack thereof are also a direct component of the 

elements that contribute to the aftermath of a police deadly force incident. For example, 

during the events in Milwaukee and Charlotte, BWC recordings themselves were the  

center of controversy. In both cases, arguments by politicians, the media, and public 

ensued over the release of videos.139 The situation is complicated to settle since valid 

arguments exist on both sides of the public-release issue. Administrators must weigh the 

need for police transparency versus the need to protect evidence for court purposes. As of 

June 2017, such states as Kansas, North Carolina, and Louisiana have been legislating to 

restrict public access to BWC video evidence.140 California, on the other hand, has been 

preparing laws to make all BWC videos public.141  

B. DESCRIPTION AND ASSESSMENT OF QUALITATIVE BWC STUDIES   

Before 2014, published research on BWC use was limited to a few small-scale 

studies. The information on BWCs starting from 2012 formed the basis for BWC 

opinions produced by groups such as the DOJ, ACLU, and the Leadership Conference. 

However, the conclusions of the studies were limited in scope and applicability. 

The studies before 2015, from Rialto, Phoenix, and Mesa, all concluded that more 

research was necessary. Research on camera use has increased and expanded in scope  
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since the initial studies were released, coinciding with the national push for police 

BWC use. The studies and reporting on police camera use have, for the most part, 

been intertwined, flowing from one to the next. The following review covers BWC 

research chronologically and describes the relationship between the studies and 

published reports.   

In 2014, Lindsay Miller and Jessica Toliver were the primary authors of a BWC 

program implementation report completed for the DOJ.142 Miller and Toliver made their 

recommendations from lessons learned, relying on data from studies conducted in Rialto, 

California, and Mesa, Arizona, as well as information received from PERF respondents at 

a 2012 body camera conference.143 Miller used the same information when testifying for 

the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism in 2015.144 The 2015 Senate 

BWC hearings explored various testimonies about the technology to use as a guide for 

future decision-making.145 Also in 2014, White completed a report for the DOJ assessing 

the evidence of body-worn cameras. White’s report cited evidence from Rialto, Mesa, the 

PERF report, and an additional report from the Phoenix Police Department in Arizona.146 

However, since the initial 2012–2014 information, researchers, such as Ariel Barak of 

Cambridge University, have been vigorously pursuing additional BWC research. 

Recently, published BWC research has varied from single department studies, such as the 

2014 Denver, Colorado experiment, to various multiple site trials. Table 1 contains a 

brief synopsis of the studies used for BWC analysis.  
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Table 1.   BWC Study Breakdown 

Research 
Location 

Study range / type Intent of Study Reported Main Findings 

Rialto, California 10/2012-10/2013 
54 officer comparative 
personnel study 

BWC effects on citizen 
complaints use of force 

88 percent decrease in citizen 
complaints against police 
from the previous year 

Phoenix, Arizona 4/2013-7/2014 
100 officer 
comparative personnel 
study 
 

BWC effects on police 
accountability, camera 
activation compliance, 
and domestic violence 
processing 

23 percent decrease in 
citizen complaints against 
the same police officers 
from the previous year 

Mesa, Arizona 11/2012-10/2013 
100 officer 
comparative personnel 
study 

Impact of BWCs on 
police attitudes and 
behavior 

60 percent decrease in 
citizen complaints 

Multi-site 
RAND 

2015 data collected 
from 8 police forces 
across 6 jurisdictions. 
A combined test 
population of 2.2 
million police hours. 
Comparative statistical 
study. 

BWC effects on use of 
force and assaults against 
police  

No effect on police use of 
force increased likelihood of 
officers being assaulted 

Multi-site 
Temple 
University 

Statistics from 2013–
2015. Included a 
representative dataset 
of 2,652 local police 
departments. 
Comparative statistical 
study. 

Investigation into how the 
use of technology by law 
enforcement affects police 
deadly force shootings 

BWC was associated with a 
3.64 percent increase in 
shooting deaths of civilians 

Denver, 
Colorado 

6/2014-12/2014 119 
officer outfitted in one 
of six patrol districts. 
Comparative study of 
crime reporting 
between 6 month 
periods. 

Investigation to determine 
the BWCs effect on 
victims and offenders 
confidence in calling the 
police to solve their 
problems. 

BWCs increase a citizen’s 
willingness to report crimes 
in low crime areas; 
however, they did not have 
a discernable effect in the 
locations with higher than 
average crime rates 
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1. Rialto, California 

The Rialto study took place between February 2012 and July 2013 and was a 

randomized controlled study consisted of equipping half of the agency’s 54 officers with 

cameras.147 The study required allocation of officers on duty to treatment and control 

conditions on a weekly basis.148 Researchers monitored the actions of a control group of 

officers without cameras, along with a BWC equipped treatment group, for a period of 

489 and 499 days, respectively. The experiment organizers sought to ascertain the effect 

of BWCs on citizen complaints and police use-of-force incidents.149 The method 

compared officers who wore the cameras to officers who did not.150 The results of the 

study showed that citizen complaints against police declined by 88 percent, decreasing 

from 24 to 3 during the assessed 12-month period.151 

In September 2015, a group of researchers published a report in the Journal of 

Quantitative Criminology, reviewing and questioning data from the Rialto experiment. 

The researchers found that the Rialto test conditions had administrative flaws because of 

departmental operational methods.152 The methods of the study subjected officers to 

independent variables and exposed control groups to treatment conditions. The 

assignments for camera use by the officers were determined by a randomizing program to 

identify specific shifts.153 The schedules consisted of a 12-hour day shift, a 12-hour night 

shift, and two overlapping or “cover” shifts.154 By assigning the BWCs to select shifts 

randomly and having an overlapping shift, the design of the distribution system allowed 

for personnel in the treatment and control conditions to work within the jurisdiction 

simultaneously. The design of the police labor distribution could not guarantee that  
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control and treatment groups worked independently. Therefore, in certain circumstances, 

officers were still subject to BWC treatment conditions even though they were assigned 

to a control shift, thus possibly changing the results. The potential for cross-

contamination of treatment and control groups tainted the data as far as BWC impact on 

behavior. 

Other variables to consider in evaluating the Rialto study is the psychological 

factor(s) associated with being placed in a treatment shift and inconsistent use. The 

assignment for officers in this experiment exposed them to randomized conditions with 

random personnel.155 The officers of the experiment may have worked alone, with steady 

partners, or with new personnel. Working with an unfamiliar person adds another layer of 

subconscious pressure besides the use of the BWC and may cause its own changes in 

behavior. These mixed circumstances created variables whereby employee dynamics 

rather than the use of a BWC may have affected the outcome. In the experiment, 

problems also existed in the limited recording of incidents. Officers in the study 

inconsistently applied BWC use to service calls.156 The inconsistent compliance rates 

negated the ability to discover unreported use-of-force incidents, thus limiting the data 

accumulation methods.  

The inconsistencies and independent variables of the Rialto study eliminated the 

capacity to transfer the experiment results. Varying operating procedures, size, and 

conditions prohibit the results of the Rialto study from being transferable to another 

police agency. For the Rialto results to be applicable, organizations would need similar 

demographics, socioeconomic conditions, reporting procedures, and organizational 

cultures. However, the researchers in Rialto did not intend that their findings would set a 

precedent. Instead, Ariel et al. convey that the results may not have represented all police 

departments but that the conclusions are, nonetheless, consequential and promising.157   
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2. Mesa, Arizona 

The Mesa study encompassed a one-year period from October 2012–2013 where 

the Mesa police agency supplied 50 officers with BWCs and created a control group of 

50 demographically similar officers.158 Assignments for the officers with BWCs spanned 

the city’s five patrol districts.159 In the investigation, the researchers sought to assess the 

impact of BWCs on police attitudes and behavior, measured through surveys and citizen 

complaints.160 Half of the officers with BWCs volunteered for the experiment; the other 

half selected were assigned to the trial.161  

The Mesa investigation found that officers equipped with BWCs received 60 

percent fewer complaints than the group had accumulated the previous year.162 In the 

same timeframe, the remainder of the Mesa police agency received three times as many 

complaints.163 However, an analysis of the opinion surveys and quantitative data 

concluded that the officers with BWCs were also more risk-averse.164 The BWC officers 

who steered away from taking risks also issued more summonses, conducted less stop-

and-frisks, and had fewer arrests than the control group.165 The research carried out in 

Mesa was a “quasi-experimental design” with camera activation compliance 

discretionary to the user.166 Five months into the study, an order was necessary to limit 

the discretionary policy, gain officer compliance, and initiate camera activations.167 

Officer compliance was lacking under the discretionary recording policy. The goal of this 
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study was to examine how BWCs effect police-citizen encounters and perceptions of the 

technology to legitimize use within the police department.168  

The Mesa experiment was an internal evaluation meant to gauge the difficulty of 

program implementation and begin the process of investment evaluation. The 

investigation was not designed for widespread use or to transfer the study’s results to 

another agency. The study results are limited in their applicability because the test design 

also, like Rialto, allowed for a cross-contamination between control and treatment 

groups. However, the real value of the Mesa study is the identification that the officers 

wearing BWCs were more risk-averse, made fewer arrests, and issued more summonses. 

Beyond identifying positive outcomes, the Mesa study shows that BWC use may cause 

changes in an officer’s productivity and indicates that the price of fewer complaints may 

be risk aversion and increased minor enforcement.  

An ancillary area worth exploring from the Mesa study is the finding that officers 

enforced a greater number of minor violations and were less likely to issue warnings.169 

If the results from this study are representative of the effects of BWCs, then police and 

community relations could, unfortunately, be harmed, the exact opposite of the intention. 

When these results are analyzed vis-à-vis the context of police-citizen relations, an 

argument can be made that public relations may be adversely affected. When a police 

force increases minor activity enforcement and issues fewer warnings, the actions 

presumably increase negative perceptions of the police by the public. Simply stated, 

increasing enforcement causes citizens to receive more summonses, resulting in a 

lessening of their willingness to support the police. 
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3. Phoenix, Arizona 

In 2013, the Bureau of Justice Assistance, through the Smart Policing Initiative 

program, awarded the Phoenix Police Department $500,000 to purchase, deploy, and 

evaluate BWCs.170 The Phoenix BWC experiment subjects consisted of police in two 

police patrol control zones of similar demographics, area, population, and household 

income.171 Within the focus area, 56 officers were equipped with BWCs between April 

2013 and July 2014.172 The comparative study design focused on differences in outcomes 

between two squads in the same precinct. The researchers set out to identify the BWC 

impact on unprofessional behavior from officers, citizen complaints, citizen resistance, 

and the ability to disprove allegations against officers.173  

As part of the initial grant, a team from the Arizona State University Center for 

Violence Prevention and Community Safety completed an analysis of the study results. 

The team reported poor recording compliance rates among the subject officers, with only 

13 and 42 percent of total incidents recorded on BWCs.174 Discretionary recording was 

allowed as part of the study. However, despite discretionary recording, the final report 

revealed that officers equipped with BWCs received 23 percent fewer complaints than 

they had accumulated the previous year.175 In the same timeframe, the remainder of the 

Phoenix agency had a 45.1 percent increase in officer complaints.176  

The analysis of the police opinion surveys completed in conjunction with the 

Phoenix BWC study concluded that the officers with BWCs were less likely to give 

warnings and exhibited greater caution in decision-making, but BWCs had little effect on 

the use-of-force decision-making process. An examination of the quantitative data 

revealed significant increases in both the treatment and control groups for some arrests 
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made: officers with BWCs made 17 percent more arrests than the previous year while the 

comparison group showed a 9 percent increase.177 The study further revealed a negligible 

impact on arrestee behavior, measured through the amount of resisting arrest charges.178  

The Phoenix BWC experiment focused on examining the effect of BWCs on 

citizen complaints and domestic violence case processing. The study results are not 

applicable outside the Phoenix Police Department as the parameters and thresholds used 

were unique to the agency. Variables such as officer dynamics and organizational 

procedures make reliance on the study’s results difficult. Adding to the unreliability of 

the study is the design of the deployment methods used for treatment (officers with 

BWCs) and control (officers without BWCs) groups. The assignment of personnel for 

this study was among two separate patrol areas, but safeguards were not in place to avoid 

the working overlap between treatment and control groups. Like the Rialto study, an 

intermingling of officers with and without cameras created variables in the Phoenix study 

that tainted the validity of the findings.  

Still, agencies outside of Phoenix can extract a positive value from this study. In 

the opinion survey, the officer’s statements were a fair prediction of their actions. The 

reported increase in arrests made is evidence that the officers’ actions were in line with 

their opinions—fewer warnings. Additionally, the negligible changes in resisting arrest 

charges are also evidence that the officers’ decision to use force was not affected by a 

BWC, and the camera did not have a civilizing effect in the resisting cases. As in the 

Mesa study, the Phoenix BWC experiment also identified a risk versus reward scenario. 

The Phoenix study also indicates that the tradeoff for fewer citizen complaints is an 

increase in select enforcement actions.  
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4. Multiple Study Site Randomized Control Trial 

In 2015, a group of researchers from the RAND Corporation published a study, in 

the European Journal of Criminology, having attempted to duplicate the available peer-

reviewed studies on BWCs. The researchers conducted a study with a large multi-site 

prospective randomized control trial (RCT) using a method of meta-analysis that 

combined statistics from 10 discrete multi-national test sites.179 The combined test sites 

created a test population of over two million people and applicable 2.2 million police 

hours.180 Using the method of selecting distinct test sites allowed the comparison of data 

collected in the multiple settings for greater contrast.  

The RAND study focused on the same elements in policing as the original studies, 

use of force and citizen complaints, but added the category of assaults against police and 

adjusted some methodology to achieve greater neutrality. The data for the study was 

collected from eight police forces in six jurisdictions.181 Officers on duty were randomly 

assigned to experimental (with BWC) or control (no BWC) conditions on a weekly basis. 

As part of the terms of the experiment, officers were instructed to have cameras activated 

and recording for their entire workday, except under specifically articulated 

circumstances.182 As police discretion regarding camera activation was removed from the 

equation, public notification was mandatory.183 The researchers believed that, by 

removing police discretion on camera activation decisions, the study would yield more 

precise results than the previous studies (Rialto, Mesa, and Phoenix). The concept of 

eliminating operational choice was meant to eliminate the collection of skewed data 

through voluntary reporting. Also, the accumulation of more video evidence provided a 

more substantial, reviewable database. The controls implemented by the researchers 

followed a logical pattern toward the obtainment of results generated with greater 

neutrality. To complete the analysis task using agencies of varying the size and reporting 
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methods, the researchers standardized the rates of force used and assaults to reflect a 

number of occurrences per 1,000 arrests.184 The data collected assessed whether officers 

used force during a shift and whether they were assaulted—and if so, the number of 

times.  

The RAND study concluded with two primary results: BWC use had no overall 

discernable effect on police use of force, and a BWC in operation increased the 

likelihood of an officer assault during a shift.185 The results, however, were based on 

accumulated synthesized data; individually, the results per agency were varied and 

unique to the particular reporting agency.186 Thus, what was true for officer assaults in 

one agency was not true in another. The identification of varying results bolsters the 

theory that BWCs do not produce the same outputs at independent locations. It is 

completely understandable that the results of the RAND study were not homogenous 

across police agencies; the standardization of study results among police organizations is 

difficult to achieve. The very structure of policing within the United States contradicts the 

ability to gain standardization. Police agencies in the United States have varying degrees 

of training, procedures, methods of operation, and workloads. It is an unreasonable 

expectation to believe that police agencies who operate with different acceptable 

standards to have the same results when experimental conditions are applied. For 

example, City A in California may give extensive training on de-escalation and allow 

their officers ample time to complete assignments whereas City B in New Jersey may 

need their officers to rush from call to call and give little training beyond police academy 

standards. The behavior and application of response type between officers in City A and 

City B will, therefore, vary significantly. One officer may focus on de-escalating a 

situation while the other chooses a faster resolution. De-escalation versus speed should 

not be a choice that officers have to make; if BWCs decrease de-escalation, police 

administrators must consider why. 
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Analysis of the synthesized data from the various police forces and jurisdictions 

revealed the rate of assaults against officers was 14 percent higher when BWCs were 

present.187 For every 1,000 arrests in the control shift, 22 police officer assaults occurred, 

as opposed to 25 police assaults per 1,000 arrests in the experimental tours.188 While the 

overall study concluded that there was no overall discernable effect on police use of 

force, there was a significant result in seven of the trials where the use of force by 

officers increased in the experimental shifts.189 It is unknown whether the study’s attempt 

to capture citizen complaints was accomplished, as further results remain unpublished.  

The results compiled by the RAND researchers are, therefore, valid and reliable 

but still limited in transferability. RAND has identified possible adverse outcomes from 

BWC usage and that further empirical research is necessary. The use of multiple testing 

sites, yielding various results, is evidence that BWC usage findings have a limited range 

due to independent variables. The reliability of RAND derives from the controls of this 

experiment, designed to reduce or eliminate the inconsistencies of the previous work on 

BWC usage. However, the study is not conclusive as to the causes of officer assaults and 

the role of the BWC in police use of force.  

5. Fox School of Business at Temple University Report 

In September 2016, Pang and Pavlou completed a study investigating how the use 

of technology by law enforcement affects police deadly force shootings.190 To complete 

the study, the researchers created a representative dataset of 2,652 local police 

departments, using survey data collected by the DOJ in the Law Enforcement 

Management and Administration Survey (LEMAS) of 2013.191  The researchers selected 

agencies that could provide a fair representation of a control group and implemented  
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controls to mitigate unobservable differences.192 The controls accounted for crime rate 

and operation methods, as well as demographic and socioeconomic discrepancies.193 

Unlike the 2015 multi-site study, the investigators attempted to obtain results as if the 

sample was a single organization. 

The dependent variable for the research was the number of civilians shot and 

killed by local police in 2015.194 State and federal agencies were excluded to limit further 

the operational variables contributing to an error rate.195 Death rates for the study came 

from a synthesis and analysis of data obtained from The Washington Post, 

killedbypolice.net, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Statistics 

Report (FBI) (UCR) for 2015.196 Pang and Pavlou collected information from combined 

sources because data on police fatal shootings are not maintained by another means.197 

The U.S. government currently does not collect statistics on police-involved shootings. 

The investigators’ method to collect the research data did have a series of controls in 

place to maintain accuracy, but the researchers could have missed some of the shooting 

information. However, for this study, unreported police shooting incidents would not 

have significantly impacted the findings.   

To speculate on the role of technology during a police-involved shooting, Pang 

and Pavlou selected Signal Detection Theory (SDT) as a model to identify the shooter’s 

thought process.198 SDT is a psychological theory that explains how a person may arrive 

at a conclusion based on ambiguous signals and a means to decipher signals and filter 

noise from useful information that facilitates the decision process.199 Using the SDT  
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model, the researchers proposed that an officer will consider two factors: first, the risks 

that the suspect poses, and, second, the level of accountability for their deadly force 

actions.200  

With the SDT thought process in mind, the investigators surmised two 

possibilities. First, when technology is in use for intelligence and analysis purposes, it 

may reduce the ambiguity related to an officer’s perceptions as to a suspect’s degree of 

violence.201 Second, the technology may assist in justifying a shooting, in turn making 

the officer less averse to deploying deadly force.202 Pang and Pavlou combined the 

psychological concepts related to decision-making (SDT) along with information 

gathered from previous BWC studies as a basis for their hypotheses.  

Ultimately, Pang and Pavlou surmised that BWCs might not have the desired 

behavioral effect on the police and the public. Instead, the researchers support findings 

that there is a greater positive impact on behavior from the analysis of information and 

use of communicating technology. Their empirical analysis conducted by the 

investigators suggested that the utilization of a BWC was associated with a 3.64-percent 

increase in shooting deaths of civilians by the police.203 The researchers also reported 

that fatal shooting rates were lower when agencies analyzed crime data and provided 

officers with intelligence information.204 Comparatively, organizations that engaged in 

the analysis and information sharing process had a 2.15 percent lower rate of fatal 

shootings, as opposed to agencies that did not have a crime analysis process in place.205 

Similarly, the investigators found that organizations that allowed for smartphone users to 

access intelligence information had a lower fatal shooting rate of 2.72 percent.206  
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The information reported by the Pang and Pavlou contradicts the civilizing 

behavior concepts of earlier BWC studies. While the findings are not in direct opposition 

to the Rialto study’s findings that officers’ self-awareness increased when being watched, 

the results, however, may show an unintended consequence to recording. Pang and 

Pavlou contend that the presence of the BWC on an officer changes the decision process 

(SDT) and lowers the officer’s inhibitions to shoot.207 Still, in other stages of the 

experiment, the reviewers conducted a more in-depth analysis, isolating the suspect 

identifiers to include race, age, and armed status at the time of the encounter.208 The 

review established more pronounced police fatal shootings for African Americans and 

Hispanics over Whites and Asians, as well as for armed suspects, when police BWCs 

were in use.209 The results recorded in this portion of the study directly contrast the 

intentions that fueled the 2014 spike in BWC implementation for law enforcement, 

regarding the history of deadly force encounters between the police and minority 

groups.210  

Other BWC reports indirectly support the claims made by Pang and Pavlou. In 

particular, the researchers’ theory that BWC recordings reduce an officer’s apprehension 

to shoot is supported by the opinions of experts in the field of policing as well as a U.S. 

Supreme Court ruling as described below. The indirect support stems from the 

combination of practical and legal concepts. First, there is the indication that BWC 

recordings are useful as prosthetic memory devices and evidence collection tools.211 

Then, there is the sound impact on judicial proceedings as set by the U.S. Supreme Court 

case of Scott v Harris.212 Combining the two statements about BWC evidence leads to a  
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presumption that BWC recordings are a substantial and sound means of evidence. In 

essence, this does support the researchers’ report that officers may rely upon the sound 

evidence as an independent witness to justify the shooting, thus making them less 

apprehensive to use deadly force.  

However, the data used for Pang and Pavlou’s study may not be entirely accurate. 

BWC utilization and officer-involved shooting information for their study was taken 

from separate years. Also, the researchers could not account for unobservable general 

trends that affect crime rates, and data on whether or not police shootings were justified 

was unobtainable.213 Therefore, the study could not conclude if the use of BWCs had any 

impact on justified versus unjustified shootings. The researchers also could not isolate the 

same increases in deadly force encounters over subsequent years.214 However, BWC use 

was also not constant in the years preceding Pang and Pavlou’s investigation. Pang and 

Pavlou also could not replicate increased deadly force results by substituting dashboard 

camera data for BWCs.215 There is value, however, in that the study results could not be 

replicated. The uniqueness of the findings from this study may be an indication that time 

is necessary before the BWC has a subconscious effect on officer behavior.  

While there are several concerns with accepting this study at face value and many 

variables that could have affected the results, the researchers did take significant 

precautions to ensure the validity of the data used for analysis. Pang and Pavlou initiated 

several controls to mitigate variables that could have affected the study results. For 

example, they tailored sample agency selection to include indicators that affect crimes 

and violence such as area income, income inequality, vacant homes, social instability 

characteristics, unemployment, and poverty rates.216 They also completed robust testing 
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to ensure no concern with reverse causality.217 To verify the validity of their test and 

isolate the variables, the researchers compared the use of deadly force rates from the FBI 

UCR statistics between 2007–2011, looking for increases in incidents and technology 

implementation.218 The investigators did not find a correlation that would alter the results 

of their study. By completing the falsification testing, the researchers supported the 

possibility that the evidence their study produced was likely, regardless of other 

occurrences. This report is essential if only to serve as proof of a significant need for 

officer education in the potential unintended consequences associated with BWCs and to 

solidify the need for further research on the subject.  

6. Denver, Colorado 

In a 2016 BWC study from Denver, Colorado, Barak Ariel reports that evidence 

suggests BWCs increase a citizen’s willingness to report crimes in low crime areas; 

however, the BWCs did not have a discernable effect in the locations with higher than 

average crime rates.219 Ariel, in cooperation from the Denver Police Department, set out 

to investigate the effects of BWCs on the public’s perceptions of police legitimacy.220 He 

hypothesized the possibility that “BWCs can alter the extent to which victims and 

offenders feel more confident in calling the police to solve their problems.”221 Ariel’s 

theory behind the motivations for the study was twofold. The first was that police 

legitimacy is enhanced by the equipment’s ability to facilitate police efficiency and 

effectiveness.222 In a 2003 article, Sunshine and Tyler support Ariel’s claim by writing 

that research finds citizen cooperation “is linked to evaluations of police performance, to 
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risk, and to judgments about distributive justice.”223 Ariel’s second theory stems from the 

2012 Rialto BWC report indicating that, if the public believes the police are being 

watched, they are viewed as more professional.224 Ariel’s expectation is that the public 

may be more likely to cooperate with a legitimate agency that is identifiable as 

transparent, accountable, and useful.225 

Denver police participation consisted of outfitting one of their six precincts with 

BWCs for a six-month period.226 The officers were not given specific instructions other 

than to handle business as usual. Data indicating the “raw incidents” reported to the 

police was then isolated and compared to reported incident data from the same period of 

the preceding year.227 The comparative study divided the precincts into street segments to 

collect crime-reporting information, as the closest means to determine BWC impact. 

Street segments were the most consistent metric the researchers could use since crime 

reporting is not tracked by individual officers or groups. When the data was analyzed, 

Ariel also speculated that BWCs might have a deterrent effect, causing a reduction in 

repeated incidents of crime in the precinct where BWCs were present.228 

The analysis of information collected in Denver revealed little evidence that 

BWCs affected overall crime. The BWC analysis could not be associated with a 

reduction in crime even in areas where rational thought would assume that exposure to 

BWC policing would deter repeat offenses, such in the case of the crimes of domestic 

violence, traffic violations, and public disorder.229 The analysis did, however, reveal that 

people were more inclined to report crimes in select areas.230 According to Ariel, the 

association of BWCs with the increases in police cooperation or the willingness to report 
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a crime is an indicator that BWCs may be linked to the expectations of legitimacy.231 

Ariel construed the increased crime reporting as possibly a result of greater confidence in 

police abilities resulting from BWC use. However, the positive outcome is a small 

possibility among a sea of possible variables.  

The 2016 Denver experiment attempted to isolate the changes brought about by 

BWC use and to implement controls to limit the variables affecting the study outcome. 

However, accomplishing the goal of isolating the effect of the BWC on the expectations 

of police legitimacy is a difficult task without the completion of citizen opinion 

surveys.232 The time constraints and limitations of the available data also detract from the 

validity of the reported outcomes. Despite the difficulty in isolating the causal effects of 

the BWC, the study is critical to the advancement of BWC best practices because it 

shows that BWCs may contribute to police legitimacy. The Denver study also provides a 

basis for future BWC research by supporting previously stated theories that crime 

reporting may be a possible measurable gauge for public perceptions of police 

legitimacy.233 

C. BWC PROBLEMS AND AREAS OF CONSIDERATION  

The greatest potential adverse BWC impact is that use of BWCs may contribute 

directly to negative police behavior—exactly the opposite of the intended result. That is, 

on the one hand, in a 2015 BWC assessment, Harold Wasserman noted that one of the 

beliefs behind BWC use is that they will cause greater deliberation before police engage 

in acts of enforcement or resistance.234 On the other hand, one study exists that indicates 

cameras may be a direct contributing factor in police-involved deadly force incidents.235 

Researchers Min-Seok Pang and Paul Pavlou concluded in 2016 “the use of wearable 

body cameras is related to an increase in fatal shootings by the police.”236 Also, they 
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found that fatal shootings are “more pronounced” for “males, youth, and minorities.”237 

If the findings of Pang and Pavlou are scientifically confirmed by further research, an 

entirely new problem is arising from the supposed solution: BWC use directly contradicts 

the de-escalation purposes that propelled law enforcement’s BWC implementation. 

Introducing BWCs as a public-relations solution without long-term vision may be similar 

to solving an over-population problem by introducing predators. One short-term solution 

gives way to a more significant problem in the end. For now, assessment of the research 

on BWCs indicates that there is a lack of transferable information the subject. The BWC 

may also be causing officer behavior changes that compound problems with the public.    

1. Lack of Transferable Research  

Initial studies on BWC use in Rialto, Mesa, and Phoenix reported positive results 

from BWC use, by decreasing use of for force incidents and citizen complaints against 

the police. However, other reports contradict the positive aspects of BWC use, arguing 

that BWCs have a negative or neutral impact on law enforcement and citizen behavior. 

With BWCs having a positive impact on police use of force in question, research also 

began to suggest that BWCs were not necessarily the be all and end all in solving public 

perception of police legitimacy, either. While the increases reported by investigations 

were less than drastic, the results still suggest that BWCs are not beneficial to improving 

behavior, from either the police or the public, and may, in fact, be detrimental as they are 

currently deployed. If anything, the studies indicate that BWCs’ effects are null, and they 

link police behavior to variables other than BWC use. The varying results of BWC 

studies and uncertainty of the controls used to gather results limit the evidence that is 

transferable from one agency to the next.  

2. Officer Discretionary Recording 

Research studies indicate that officer compliance in activating BWCs for all 

assignments is difficult. Researchers from several studies, such as those conducted in 

Mesa, Phoenix, and the RAND multi-site experiment, have reported that officers favor 
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discretionary recording. However, allowing officers the discretion to record select types 

of calls and to start recording after incident escalation is contradictory to the transparency 

goals of BWC use. Cubitt et al.’s review of the data provided from several preliminary 

studies concluded that, in the cases where the officers were given the discretion to record 

incidents, the integrity of the systems was undermined, further diluting the police 

credibility.238  

Despite the lack of transparency, mandating officers to record with BWCs on all 

calls does not seem to be a viable solution. There are valid reasons for and against 

allowing officers the discretionary authority to record incidents. Several reports on BWC 

policy development encourage the protection of victims by allowing discretionary 

recording in certain sensitive cases such as sexual assault and child abuse cases as well as 

requiring crime victims’ consent for recording. Miller and Toliver, Henderson, and White 

all recommend that discretion in select sensitive cases is an essential part of a well-

developed policy.239 However, Wasserman believes that discretionary actions may lead 

to greater opportunity for areas of grievance and litigation.240 In other discussions, 

Henderson and Stanley acknowledged that suspicion might arise at the intentional 

omissions or failure to record police contacts, leading to controversy.241  

One research team found that not recording may cause a problem that extends 

beyond the failure to capture an incident. In 2016, Ariel et al. investigated the link 

between use of force incidents and officer discretion on activating BWCs.242 After 

completing a report on the initial 2015 multi-site findings, the team of RAND 

investigators conducted a supplemental analysis of the existing data. The researchers 
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attempted to determine why the use of BWCs may have caused increases in the use of 

force incidents in some cases and decreases in others.243  In a supplemental report, Ariel 

et al. argue that police discretion in BWC activation is directly linked to the BWCs’ 

ability to deter inappropriate use of force.244 The researchers’ sub-analysis found that, 

when agency BWC policies mandated recording and officers had limited authority to 

cease activations, improper use of force incidents declined.245 Also, in situations where 

organizations maintained weak BWC policies allowing officers greater discretion to 

record, without consequences for deactivations, the deterrent factors of the BWC were 

less effective.246 Evidence from the same study suggests that, when recording commences 

after an encounter has escalated, the BWC does not have deterrent effects on the police 

use of inappropriate force.247 The Ariel et al. supplemental investigation reports provide 

a substantial argument that agency pilot programs, effective policies, and appropriate 

officer training is badly needed if BWCs are to help at all.248 The study also adds weight 

to prevalent opinions seen thus far that further research in the subject area is required. 

3. Public Scrutiny: Policy for BWC Use and Constitutional Rights Issues  

Equal amounts of skepticism met the positive praise and hope that followed BWC 

implementation. Howard Wasserman views the sudden push to obtain BWCs for police 

as a form of “Moral Panic,” arguing that, when society perceives a threat to societal 

values and interests, lawmakers often react quickly, sometimes without valid research on 

the subject.249 Also, Wasserman views a problem with the rhetoric surrounding the 

proposals, stating that the public views cameras as a “cure” to the problem.250 He further 

argues that the discussion around cameras should be less about the cure and more open 
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about the limitations.251 Part of Wasserman’s argument builds on the limited data 

available on body camera usage, putting him in the group establishing a need for 

additional investigation into the subject.   

Some civil liberties groups are cautious about committing to rigid camera 

policies, with some, such as Grewal, writing for The Constitution Project, suggesting that 

BWC policies should be living documents with community input sought on an ongoing 

basis.252 However, the ACLU and Grewal both agree that body-camera policies should 

be strict, spelling out when to record and the situations that require privacy and 

protection. The policy should dictate the recording controls with officer discretion 

eliminated, with preference going to recording rather than not recording.253 Agency 

policies should be publicly available and tailored to retain the benefits but limit the 

infringement of rights.254 Stanley does not waiver, however, on the issue of particular 

recordings. According to Stanley, the ACLU’s position is that all warrant executions and 

SWAT-type calls should require recording at all times because of the nature of the 

assignment.255  Stanley and Grewal also contest the stance that public notification must 

be made each time that BWCs are in use with crime victims having the ability to decline 

their operation. The ACLU also opines that, in addition to the advisement of recording, 

there should be a clear indicator of camera operations, such as a signal light.256  

The policy, use, and release of video evidence are very controversial among 

groups that criticize and support BWC use. In the 2015 Senate hearing on BWCs, Wade 

Henderson called for safeguards of privacy by not allowing officers to view footage of 
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their videos before writing a report. Henderson further called for the release of officer-

involved use of force videos “upon request.”257 In the same hearing, Jared Bruder, 

Executive Director of the South Carolina Sheriffs Association argued the direct opposite 

of Henderson’s claims, seeking to allow local policies to dictate officer’s practices while 

allowing established rules of evidence to govern the release of body camera video 

recordings.258 Miller and Toliver recommend that, when agencies are developing a BWC 

program, First and Fourth Amendment rights need protection by written rules in addition 

to the law alone.259  

4. Privacy and Community Polarization Issues 

In The Leadership Conference testimony before the U.S. Senate, Henderson 

revealed the opinions of the civil liberties groups he represents on BWC systems. 

Henderson identifies that the body camera introduces a technology that can record 

citizens at their most vulnerable points, during traumatic experiences, in their private 

settings, and over a broad spectrum of monitoring.260 Citizen concerns are compounded 

by their lack of control from the outward recording instruments, fearing that body 

cameras can record without an individual basis for suspicion and could hamper free 

speech.261 In Henderson’s testimony and an assessment completed by Data & Society, 

the authors state that cameras could adversely affect community relations by causing a 

state of hyper-surveillance within communities that receive a greater amount of policing, 
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such a low-income neighborhoods.262 Henderson further said that the hyper vigilant use 

of BWCs would further divide the police from the community they serve.263 

Beyond the basic questions regarding how video affects privacy rights, evidence 

also exists that BWC use may further polarize police and citizens, the opposite effect 

sought after in the wake of turmoil and deaths. Miller and Toliver assessed that concerns 

exist about how the presence of cameras will cause citizens, victims, and witnesses to be 

less likely to offer police information.264 The writers for PERF have indicated in several 

reports that the creation of an overexposed environment may violate the privacy rights of 

the police themselves.265 Stanley of the ACLU further agreed with the PERF assessment 

on police officer privacy.266 White noted that, in some circumstances, expressed privacy 

concerns are protected by existing state and federal laws.267 According to White, 

recording devices, when activated, can also violate certain laws, such as those that require 

two-party recording consent and federal legislation that prohibits video images where 

there is an expectation of privacy.268 In identifying the laws governing the interception of 

video and audio recordings, White has identified existing legislative areas that will shape 

the process of camera evidence obtainment.269 

The critics of body cameras and privacy watchdog groups believe that the tools 

are for police accountability above all else. The Leadership Conference and the ACLU 

both express great concern that the integration of police BWCs and biometric technology 
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will directly cause the over-policing of select communities.270 The Leadership 

Conference, which represents over 200 civil and human rights national organizations, 

submitted written comments to the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 

proposing that facial recognition and other biometric software in conjunction with camera 

technology should be subject to judicial authorization, with a presumption against the 

collection and use of cameras for biometric evaluations.271 The connection between body 

cameras, biometric software, and over-policing is not proven, and other research 

contradicts the concern. However, the views of civil liberties organizations cannot be 

ignored and seem to require more evidence that will either support or refute their claims. 
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III. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS POLICE VEHICLE CAMERAS 

Bad-guy drivers, who put a tailgating, lane-switching show on the road, 
find themselves performing on TV and starring in a replay for the judge. 

—E. D. Fales Jr. 
Popular Mechanics, 1968272  

 

A video camera mounted in a police vehicle with a view looking out of the front 

windshield or dashboard, dashcams can record audio as well as video images and may 

have dual lenses that simultaneously record the interior of the police vehicle. In order to 

help broaden perceptions of BWCs, especially considering the lack of BWC research to 

date, this chapter analyzes the background and implementation history of dashcams, 

examines the research done during implementation, and considers the similarities of 

BWC implementation before turning to issues arising from dashcam usage since the 

late 1960s.  

Decision-makers implemented dashcams and BWCs in response to similar issues: 

public outcry over citizen-police violence and the relationship between that violence and 

race. Thus, Chapter III also offers an in-depth comparative exploration of police 

perception and productivity, citizen expectations, policy and privacy issues, and best 

practices, especially the need for increased police training.  

A. DASHCAM IMPLEMENTATION HISTORY 

In October 1968, Popular Mechanics magazine featured an article by E.D. Fales 

that hailed the Connecticut State Police (CSP) as the first department in the nation to take 

a video camera into a motor vehicle for traffic enforcement.273 The article describes a 

vehicle pursuit and other law enforcement situations in which an officer used the 

dashcam. Fales recognized that public skepticism would come from using cameras,  
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noting that: “to date only two or three courts have admitted the videotape as 

evidence.”274 The 1960s CSP dashcam attempt used equipment that was technologically 

available at the time. The Trooper used a video recorder designed for home use, 

steadying it by hand.275 Despite the use of equipment not readily meant for mobile 

recording, the experiment highlighted that video recording could play a significant role in 

police operations. The article highlighted how video evidence affected citizen attitudes 

and bolstered the credibility of evidence.276 Motor vehicle violators that were able to 

view the recordings had empathetic responses that indicated learning from the experience 

as opposed to sole opposition.277 Fales also reported that drivers were less likely to refute 

video evidence and more likely to admit guilt.278 

Despite the publication and recognized value of mobile video evidence, 

complications with dashcam mechanics slowed the progress of the equipment used in 

policing until the 1980s. Recording equipment before 1977 consisted of a reel-to-reel 

technology that was bulky and difficult for vehicle use. However, VHS technology 

released in 1977 condensed the size of recording devices.279 In the early 1980s, officers 

began to use VHS technology to mount dashboard cameras.280 

In 1988, the group Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), along with Aetna 

Insurance, started a dashcam program that purchased the equipment for police cruisers.281 

MADD consists of anti-drunk driving advocates who lobby for strong legislation against 
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intoxicated vehicle operations.282 Through their efforts, MADD helped catalyze dashcam 

implementation, calling for the technology to assist in evidence retrieval.283 By 1991, the 

program dubbed “Eye on DUI” was in use by 181 police agencies in 25 states.284 

Political pressures brought about by MADD shifted emphasis to the conviction and 

punishment of DWI offenders.285 As a result, police agencies began installing dashcams 

to record the actions of suspects.286  

At about the same time, another push for dashcam implementation amid 

simmering social issues began as increased narcotics interdiction stops endangered 

officer safety. Interdiction stops also increased the dangers associated with pulling over 

suspects who might be carrying weapons, might be high on narcotics that increase 

aggression, or might simply have had much more to lose than the average speeder or 

drunk driver. One such stop, on January 21, 1991, led to the death of Constable Darnell 

Edward Lunsford in Garrison, Texas.287 Lunsford’s dashcam recorded the details of the 

stop; he was ambushed and stabbed while searching a suspect’s vehicle. The video 

produced by his dashcam subsequently led to the arrest of two suspects in his murder less 

than three days after the event.288 The publicity from the captured video evidence pushed 

forward the safety features of the dashcam.  

 By 1999, aggressive interdiction tactics led to “allegations of racial bias or racial 

profiling . . . lodged against police agencies across the United States.”289 The profiling 

accusations, in turn, resulted in federal legislation requiring documentation of motor 
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vehicle stop details.290 Individual states also responded to the complaints with local 

mandates and investigations into police department operations. For example, in 1999, the 

New Jersey Attorney General launched an investigation specifically targeting the State 

Police patrol division because of racial profiling allegations. A reporter in New Jersey 

found that, during a two-month span in 1997, 75 percent of State Police arrests made on 

the turnpike were of minorities.291 In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the Office of 

Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS), under the Department of Justice, 

recognized the national need to assist law agencies with allegations of racial profiling, 

officer safety issues, and public trust.292  

A 1999 article by Mark Moore in the Wall Street Journal highlights the growing 

mistrust of police. Moore’s article describes the aftermath of the Amadou Diallo shooting 

and the NYPD’s history of ignoring complaints from minorities.293 Moore attributes 

NYPD ineffectiveness to the agency’s unfair practices: “a police department that lacks 

legitimacy can no longer produce crime control, security or justice.”294 Addressing the 

problem by leveraging the technology available at the time, COPS began investing in 

dashcam research. The organization funded grants for companies to design cameras that 

overcame the limitations of front view–only systems.295 COPS then initiated action by 

financing dashcam implementation programs directly.296  
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In 2000, COPS instituted the In-Car Camera Initiative Program to deliver 

dashcam funds to state police and highway patrol agencies throughout the United 

States.297 When COPS started dashcam financing, an NIJ study on the police use of the 

equipment reported that only 11 percent of state police and highway patrol vehicles in the 

United States had car cameras.298 Between 2000 and 2003, the COPS Office granted 

more than $21 million to state police agencies for the purchase and support of dashcam 

programs.299  The federal funding helped increase the number of state patrol vehicles 

equipped with dashcams to 17,500, representing 72 percent of all state police cars.300 The 

COPS dashcam program thus dynamically changed policing in the United States by 

launching the trend of police video monitoring.    

After initial implementation, dashcam technology progressed with the movement 

from analog to digital recording features. The digital integration of cameras reduced the 

size of equipment and increased data retention capabilities.301 Digital technology also 

brought about new electronic capabilities, such as prerecording and the ability use to live-

feed closed-circuit television cameras (CCTV), which were unavailable with analog 

systems. Live-feed systems allow wireless video streaming from interior surveillance 

cameras to be broadcast to dashcams.302 The inclusion of a memory chip into digital 

dashcams allows for pre-event recording, allowing for a segment of video recording 

before the manual start time.303 The digital updates to dashcams enhanced evidence 

collection, officer safety, and enabled technology integration. 
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The dashcam programs across the United States continued to expand, and, in 

2006, COPS, along with the IACP, produced a second technology assistance report to 

update agencies on the best practices for vehicle camera implementation.304 DOJ grant 

programs beyond 2006 continued funding equipment and research. The 2007 grant award 

to the Institute for Forensic Imaging is a prime example of the DOJ’s commitment to 

dashcam technology enhancement. The grant awarded to the Institute was for exploration 

into the integration of behavioral analysis algorithms and live dashcam recordings.305 

Seven years after the widespread implementation of dashcams and with little-recorded 

data on the effects of the equipment, the NIJ continued seeking advancements in the 

technology. Still, the technological experimentation has continued to advance. Currently, 

in 2017, companies look to integrate such software as communications and license plate 

readers into dashcam systems.306  

B. DASHCAM EVOLUTION   

Dashcam equipment and evidence-related problems remained separate from the 

social problems that led to the large-scale delivery of the units into police vehicles. In 

2008, the IACP followed up on the 2004 survey to provide additional dashcam guidance. 

However, the focus shifted from general issues to equipment performance 

specifications.307 Then, in 2011, legislation began mandating racial profiling training for 

federal law enforcement officers as well as profiling stipulations for local departments.308 
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By 2014, the issue of racial profiling continued to move away from the dashcam with 

some reporting that the problem was more widespread than motor vehicle stops.309  

As dashcams continue to evolve, manufacturers are building platforms to meet the 

demands of their consumers. The problems that fueled camera implementation and the 

issues that have developed with camera usage are areas manufacturers focus on to 

improve their products. For example, the first dashcams connected to vehicles’ overhead 

lights for operation, and the microphones required manual activity. Original dashcam 

systems could be bypassed by conducting stops with auxiliary lighting or failing to 

engage the audio recorder. New systems, however, diminish the requirements on officers 

to manually record, and new improvements also further assist with officer safety. 

Enhanced digital storage capacity now allows dashcams to record video regularly and 

engages audio on command. Modern camera systems record with light activation or with 

other vehicle conditions such as speed settings, doors opening, or collisions.310 Some 

current dashcam systems continually record, separating events that officers manually 

initiate. In continuously recording systems, video data is retrievable from the previous 40 

hours of recording.311  

C. EFFECTS OF VIDEO MONITORING 

Dashcams were implemented to increase transparency into police operations 

while stabilizing the legitimacy of police practices. However, the introduction of 

equipment that memorializes every detail of an encounter contained many variables and 

did not always fulfill the intended mission. The collection of police videos alone created 

controversy as to the handling and validity of the evidence. In some cases, dashcams 

changed police attitudes and positively altered the outcome of public contacts. 

Alternatively, in others, the cameras increased enforcement efforts, possibly creating a 

more significant divide in police/ public relations. 
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1. Citizen Expectations 

Complaints of racial profiling by police on America’s highways in the early 1990s 

spawned discontent beyond the affected class of citizens. In 1991, soon after the Los 

Angeles Police beating of motorist Rodney King, a 10-member investigative panel 

declared that the disproportionate treatment of minorities by the police was a national 

problem.312 Warren M. Christopher chaired the commission investigating the incident.313 

Christopher stated, in the final report on the Rodney King incident, that the committee 

had an awareness of its investigation’s relevance throughout the country and hoped that 

its “findings [would] ignite a national effort to prevent excessive use of force by police 

officers.”314 One 2001 report completed by PERF researchers supported the relevancy of 

Christopher’s statement. In the 2001 PERF study on racially biased policing, researchers 

suggested the feelings of focus groups were consistent with national polls that had found 

racial profiling was prevalent throughout the United States.315   

As complaints of racial profiling mounted, police departments increasingly turned 

to the dashcam for evidence.316 As part of the 2002 IACP assessment for COPS, the 

organization mailed a community perception survey. Nine hundred people from 18 states 

responded to the survey with 94 percent in favor of the police use of in-car cameras.317 

The IACP found “the single greatest value” in the citizen survey response to be the 

support and expectations for equipping of all police officers with in-car cameras.318 

Citizens like Dottie Stepp summed up the public’s feelings about dashcams in a 

Washington Post interview: “it will help the court substantiate the case. And if the police  
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officer does something wrong, it will help nail them too, I view the cameras protection 

for both sides.”319 Similarly, in a 2002 USA Today interview on dashcams, Richard 

Milton, head of the Oklahoma City Chapter of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), said cameras were a good idea. Milton stated 

that dashcams “would take away a lot of suspicion, and it would give police the 

opportunity to shine.”320 A review of literature from the time indicates that people 

expected the installation of dashcams to solve societal problems between the public and 

police. Statements by the IACP, COPS, and responses to interviews all indicated that 

people overwhelmingly believed recording officers’ actions would lead to acceptable 

behavior. 

Ultimately, dashcams did not provide the panacea sought by administrators and 

citizens. On a positive note, the IACP reported that, in some agencies, dashcams caused a 

drop in complaints of police misconduct.321 However, in one agency that responded to 

the IACP survey, officer complaints increased after the introduction of dashcams.322 The 

continued proliferation of officer misconduct captured by dashcams is further evidence 

that the technology alone is insufficient to solve policing problems. Hundreds of publicly 

posted videos featuring police misconduct are available via Youtube.com.323 The extent 

of available videos has prompted authors such as Mark Clark, who writes for Police 

Magazine, to warn subscribers that “whatever you do, you’re probably doing it on video . 

. . [and] anyone with an Internet connection can post on YouTube or Facebook.”324 

Dashcam videos have increased transparency in police actions, but they have not ceased 

inappropriate behavior.  
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As recently as January 2015, a dashcam video captured a stop during which 

Michigan motorist Floyd Dent was beaten by Officer William Melendez.325 As a result of 

the dashcam video, Dent received a $1.4 million settlement.326 In the case, former officer 

Melendez was convicted of assault and sentenced to 10 years in prison. At Melendez’s 

sentencing, Judge Vonda Evans spoke for over 10 minutes on the continued problems 

between the police and the public.327 During sentencing, Judge Evans referred to the 

dashcam as “the eye of justice . . . [that] was watching you.”328 Judge Evans summed up 

that police misconduct occurs from the failure to provide equal protection under the 

Constitution but indicated that it should not happen under the protection of video 

equipment. However, Melendez’s defense argument indicated that he relied on his 

knowledge, training, and experience during the arrest of Mr. Dent. At his defense, 

Melendez argued that his use of force was reasonable under the circumstances.329 For the 

argument to be valid, Melendez’s defense must have attempted to correlate the 

reasonableness by showing compliance with laws, practices, and procedures. In posing 

such an argument, Melendez’s indicated that he believed his actions were justified and 

thus deterrence by dashcam would not have prevented the tragedy. The analysis of Judge 

Evan’s and Melendez’s opposing positions points to a problem in policing that is beyond 

the use of video equipment as a complete solution. 

Like Judge Evans, many continue to place significant weight on the dashcam’s 

abilities. The demand for police dashcam units has increased steadily since the 

technology’s inception. Between 2000 and 2007, public support and funding for 
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dashcams placed the units in approximately 71,000 police vehicles.330 Since the initial 

push for dashcams, the technology continues to progress, currently in stages allowing for 

360-degree recording. However, monitoring remains limited to either the forward-facing 

lens or adjacent areas of the vehicle.331   

2.  Police Officer Perceptions and Productivity  

Dashcams had visible effects on the police officers who used them. For a patrol 

officer, the marked vehicle extends beyond a means of transportation to a mobile office 

that serves as a hub for police and citizen contacts. It is understandable how the 

introduction of recording equipment into operations could cause change. IACP research 

conducted as early as 2002 indicated changes in officer beliefs and behavior resulting 

from dashcam implementation. COPS recognized how much time officers spend in their 

cars along with the type of work conducted, and, as a result, the office focused on 

dashcams and research to enhance officer safety and curtail racial profiling.332 In 2002, 

COPS collaborated with the IACP to gauge the impact of the federal government’s 

investment into dashcam purchases, through an 18-month nationwide survey. The IACP 

staff collected officer responses from written surveys sent in phases to state agencies and 

from roundtable discussions held in 2003.333 The IACP ensured an appropriate sample 

size by adjusting the amount of survey requests sent to organizations according to their 

patrol fleet and amount of dashcams in use.334  

In 2004, officers interviewed as part of the IACP study reasoned that dashcams 

would cause them to issue more summonses and provide fewer warnings.335 The officer’s 

responses of stricter enforcement indicated a resistance to being recorded. However, 

initial IACP reports declared that officers were more receptive to dashcams when they 
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realized the value of the camera in clearing citizen complaints.336 Still, the officers’ 

responses caused the IACP to issue a warning about dashcam implementation. In a 

subsequent report for the federal government, the IACP advised agencies adopting the 

technology that dashcams may drive up complaints and summonses, resulting from fewer 

warnings and greater enforcement efforts.337  

The IACP reported that officers who stated they would warn less indicated that 

concerns over supervision drove their expressed opinions.338 The respondents reasoned 

they would issue more summonses and provide fewer warnings because their 

administrators “might review the videotape and question their decisions.”339 In the line-

officer interview part of the survey, 28 percent of officers believed the dashcam was a 

tool for internal affairs to monitor their performance.340 In a different area, officers 

involved in a roundtable exercise also feared the dashcam was an employee monitoring 

device.341 Officers’ expressed fears over intrusive monitoring prompted an IACP 

response, cautioning that user perception is essential to smooth operations. The IACP 

warns that, if “officers believe that the system is only being installed for disciplinary 

purposes, the program will falter and may fail.”342 However, the IACP did not complete 

an empirical study on the impact of dashcams to measure actual enforcement efforts. 

The 2004 IACP study resulted in the need for further investigation. Some 

respondents to the 2004 IACP survey found the cameras to be beneficial, and 33 percent 

identified that the dashcam gave them an increased feeling of safety.343 However, 64 

percent answering the same question said they were neutral on the dashcams’ 

contribution to safety.344 Three percent of respondents maintained other opinions and 
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responded that the dashcam was detrimental to officer safety.345 The IACP recognized 

the survey limitations surveys and that dashcams potentially affected workplace 

conditions and followed up with an additional investigation.  

The IACP further sought to identify factors of employee satisfaction and 

productivity effects resulting from dashcam usage through interviews and survey 

responses. In 2006, the IACP reported that, overall, 15 percent of officers reported an 

increase while 8 percent of respondents reported a decrease in job satisfaction after 

dashcam installation.346 On the topic of productivity, 7 percent of officers reported an 

increase in traffic stops they made while 5 percent reported a decrease in motor vehicle 

stops.347 If the officers’ assessments were accurate, the minimal increases and decreases 

reported indicate that many of the officers had neutral feelings toward the dashcams. 

Other survey responses also support claims of officer neutrality toward dashcams. For 

example, 86 percent of IACP survey respondents said the dashcam had no bearing on 

their use of discretion, and 89 percent said the dashcam had no bearing on their decision 

to use force.348  

D. POLICY AND PRIVACY ISSUES  

At the end of the ‘90s, police implemented dashcams to promote transparency and 

accountability. However, limitations in technology and inadequate procedures countered 

the effectiveness of the units. The 2004 IACP prosecutor survey cited several problems 

using dashcam videos as evidence. In the report, five of the nine most frequent issues 

related to operator errors or interference as opposed to equipment problems, as Figure 1 

shows.349 
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Figure 1.   2004 PERF Prosecutors Survey Results350 

Such common problems as the failure to turn over evidence, contradictory 

testimony, video redactions, and issues with the chain of custody are errors beyond the 

technology. The problems listed by the prosecutors’ survey are, instead, attributable to 

human error. The technology alone could not possibly remedy the situations caused by 

human errors. In 2004, the IACP recognized the shortcomings of the prosecutor survey. 

The organization advised agencies that, “prior to installing the first in-car camera, 

departmental policies and procedures regarding use, storage and handling of the video 

evidence must be in place.”351 Without proper policy and procedures in place, improper 

use or mishandling of evidence may undermine the progress of in-car video programs. 

To improve the way dashcam evidence was processed in the United States, the 

IACP created the Digital Video Systems Advisory Panel for assistance with identified 

gaps in dashcam implementation and policies.352 The group, consisting of practitioners 

and manufacturing teams, intended to determine areas in “quality measurement, data  
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security, operational measurements, officer safety, interoperability, and testing and 

certification.”353 The panel’s goal was to provide end-users minimum performance 

standards for dashcam systems to ensure “officer safety and quality video for evidence 

purposes.”354 In 2008, the IACP produced a report based on the panel’s findings; 

however, the DOJ could do very little beyond providing advice to agencies that were 

willing to listen. In the United States, federalism prevents Congress from enacting direct 

laws that govern local law enforcement policies.355 Despite best practice suggestions 

provided by the federal government, law enforcement agencies continued to come under 

scrutiny involving issues surrounding dashcam evidence.  

Without legislation to regulate procedures, the processing of dashcam evidence 

remained suspect, as the technology was limited to video cassette tapes and human 

intervention for storage. In a 2009 article in Law Enforcement Technology magazine, 

Peter Hildebrandt wrote that evidence control problems continued to plague dashcams.356 

Hildebrandt cites policies like the one used by the South Carolina State Police as 

contributing to the problem: in South Carolina, troopers manually activate audio 

microphones even though dashcams are triggered automatically when overhead lights are 

engaged.357 Ultimately, the system is circumvented by conducting a motor vehicle stop 

without overhead lights initiated.358 Hildebrant’s article proposes that proper training and 

technology that limits human intervention in evidence collection may alleviate some of 

the dashcam evidence issues. However, the equipment alone cannot be expected to  
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provide an independent, objective record of a police encounter without eliminating police 

discretion in camera operations.  

Video evidence, regardless of collection source, is locally regulated by agency 

policies governing equipment use, evidence collection, processing, and release. However, 

there is currently no mechanism for collecting national statistics on police organizations 

deploying dashcams policy data. Nonetheless, agencies can implement dashcams without 

department policies in place. For example, in 2004, PERF reported that some 

organizations operated without dashcam policies.359 Despite dashcam policy options, 

collected video evidence is subject to discovery and admissibility standards set by state 

and federal court rules of evidence.360 However, the Reporters Committee for Freedom 

of the Press writes that some states lack video evidence laws and that many agencies 

make up their own rules.361 

In such states as North Carolina, legislation denies public access to video 

evidence.362 Even in some places where video evidence is accessible to the public, there 

are problems with destruction, processing, and release. For example, in 2015, Konkol and 

Biasco reported that an internal review at the Chicago Police Department found 80 

percent of the agency’s 850 dashcams did not record audio due to operator error or 

intentional destruction.363 According to Chicago Police spokesperson Anthony Gugliemi, 

an additional 12 percent of dashcams had video issues stemming from the same cause.364 

In some cases, equipment failure leads to the unwilling destruction or lack of evidence. 
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However, in a significant number of other cases, evidence problems stem from factors 

controlled by system administrators and operators.  

E. CONCLUSION 

Dashcam history has patterns of mixed positive and adverse results. Although 

dashcam research is limited, contradictions to the effectiveness of the technology exist. 

Dashcams were implemented to enhance officer safety and help public relations, but both 

positive and negative effects were reported on the cameras’ impact on job satisfaction.365 

Research indicated that the dashcam directly affected officer productivity by causing both 

increases and decreases in enforcement areas.366 The use of cameras in police work 

created concerns with privacy rights, despite the intention to implement them as a 

response to public concern regarding discrimination and violence, as well as problems 

with the processing of video evidence. On a positive note, the public did benefit from 

dashcam use concerning the viewing of police activities. However, they also suffered as 

reports indicated that officers issued fewer warnings and increased enforcement 

activity.367 Of even greater concern, however, is that dashcams did not completely 

prevent police misconduct. After almost two decades since the onset of recording 

cameras in police vehicles, acts of police misconduct still occur on dashcam video. The 

analysis of dashcam data indicates that the camera’s ability to prevent misconduct is 

limited, and other solutions to solve root problems in police/ citizen contacts need 

exploring.   

The issues and concerns arising from dashcam use appear to stem partially from 

the research, training, and controls associated with the technology. To date, the limited 

dashcam research has not accurately explained the various results associated with the 

camera use. The limited depth of the studies also prohibited the transferability of the 

findings from one agency to the next. In dashcam research, officer opinions and  
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shortcomings in training were not explored enough to measure their impact on the 

outcome of camera use. However, at least one survey attributed the lack of training to the 

cause of operator errors. Still, other problems were associated with the discretionary 

recording of incidents, causing administrators and manufacturers to seek alternative 

solutions such as camera automation.   
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IV. ANALYSIS  

The only people who see the whole picture are the ones who step outside 
of the frame. 

—Salman Rushdie368 

 

This chapter analyzes evidence that both supports BWC usage and contradicts the 

benefits in order to address the main thesis research question. The analysis focuses on 

how BWCs have affected the ambiguous nature of police decision-making. The inquiry 

presented here uses a comparison between dashcams and BWCs to establish a historical 

frame of reference. The investigation looks to identify how discretionary recording, 

officer training, and the passage of time have influenced the outcome of BWC use. The 

analysis also weighs the pros and cons of processing dashcam and BWC evidence, 

seeking to identify the impact of the recording technology on privacy concerns. At the 

heart of the probe in this chapter is an examination of the social identity internalized by 

police officers, looking at how it may affect their decisions when BWCs are in use.  

A. DASHCAM AND BWC RESEARCH COMPARISON 

In dashcam surveys, officers held that camera technology in their vehicles caused 

them to issues fewer warnings, fearing supervisor scrutiny. Ten years later, opinions 

remained unchanged. In a 2014 BWC study in Phoenix, Arizona, officers not only held 

the same views, but the empirical data from the survey indicated increases in summons 

and arrest activity when BWCs were in use.369 Similarly, in a 2014 report completed for 

PERF, Miller and Toliver claim “officers embrace body-worn cameras when they see  
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evidence of the cameras’ benefits.”370 They noted it was a primary concern for police 

executives that BWCs may erode trust between officers and the agency. Miller and 

Toliver further reported that some officers view the BWCs as signals of mistrust and that 

their administration will use the devices as overbearing monitoring tools.371  

 Analysis of both dashcam and BWC surveys indicate that officer behavior and 

stated opinions are not necessarily in accord. In recent polls, officers have voiced their 

views on the acceptance of BWC technology, indicating how the units may affect their 

methods of policing. One national survey of nearly 8,000 law enforcement personnel 

suggests opposing views on BWC use.372 In a PEW Research Center report, just over 

half of those responding said a BWC would cause more appropriate officer behavior, and 

44 percent stated BWCs would not change methods of operation.373 The remaining 5 

percent of the interviewees said BWCs “would make officers less likely to act 

appropriately.”374 Studies and research coinciding with the PEW survey indicate that the 

opinions gathered are not necessarily valid predictors of outcomes, as research on data 

shows changes in police operations with BWC use. Several studies have reported that 

police actions, such as arrests and summonses, increase with BWC use.  

Dashcam and BWC implementation may affect police productivity because of 

technologies’ impact on employee workplace satisfaction. In 2006, the IACP reported 

that officers who had greater feelings of satisfaction with dashcams were more likely to 

report increased productivity.375 The assessment, however, was limited to officer  
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reporting and included no actual vehicle stop data. Unlike the fixed dashcam, the BWC 

travels with the officer, allowing for the evaluation of other productivity markers. In the 

2014 Phoenix study, officers with BWCs increased arrest activity by 42.6 percent, three 

times more than their comparison group.376 Katz et al., the researchers from Phoenix, 

also found officers believed that BWCs removed some of their discretionary power, 

resulting in the issuance of fewer warnings.377 However, the Phoenix study did not 

conclude whether the use of the BWCs or the officers’ preconceived notions to warn less 

catalyzed increased productivity. Obviously, the police officers’ beliefs and reactions to 

dashcams or BWCs did not occur in a vacuum. It is entirely conceivable that a police 

officer’s assumptions about dashcams and BWCs influenced their actions.  

Dashcam and BWC studies all had limitations that could have affected their 

results. Also, each of the research investigations noted problems with officer discretion in 

the recording. In several studies, test subjects failed to compile complete data and 

selectively recorded calls for service. Ariel et al. noted in one review that discretionary 

recording was an essential element of the deterrence of officer misconduct.378 Ultimately, 

the research conducted in this field varies in results and has not shown to be reliable to 

the point of transferability among agencies. Almost every study concludes with the 

author stating that further research is needed. This thesis created in 2017 is one of the 

first to look at the whole picture, the lack of agreeable data so far shows that the long-

term and ancillary effects of BWC use are unknown.  

B. EVOLUTION OF TRAINING FOR CAMERA USE IN POLICING 

In a police officer’s career, a significant amount of time is dedicated to the 

process of ongoing training. The police profession is unique in that on the job training is 

of equal if not greater importance than a formal education. While some police training is  
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proactive, a great deal is reactionary, based upon trial and error. The use of dashcams and 

BWCs are no exception to the ongoing learning process. The use of camera equipment 

alters police officer behavior and creates subconscious levels of stress. Like other 

conditions in policing, such as pursuit driving, firearms, and defensive tactics, officers 

require conditioning to lower stress levels and perform rationally.  

The early 2000s showed that training was still lacking. In 2000, the U.S. 

Commission on Civil Rights published a report acknowledging that, despite national 

reductions in crime, there were still incidents of officers committing crimes and engaging 

in racial profiling.379 The commission attributed part of the problem to police training, 

stating “police officers are essentially trained by the same law enforcement methods that 

fail to adequately address cultural diversity and civil rights.”380 In 2002, as part of the 

dashcam probe for COPS, the IACP included questions on officer training.381 A portion 

of the IACP survey attempted to uncover the impact of dashcams on racial profiling and 

officer safety by asking officers about their feelings on the equipment and the amount of 

training they had received.382 The IACP study published in 2004 determined that, of the 

47 agencies using dashcams under federal grants, only 25 had formalized training for the 

end-users.383 The IACP also found that training was lacking in another set of 22 agencies 

it had probed: 14 had no training in place, and eight reported that training programs were 

still under development.384   

The IACP investigation revealed lack of training, supported by statements made 

by individual officers about their dashcam training. In response to the survey, 72 percent 

reported training on the equipment; however, 28 percent stated they were untrained.385 
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The same study found that 69 percent received between one and eight hours of 

training.386 However, 37 percent said the training was inadequate, failing to cover 

relevant camera laws and regulations.387 Also, most of the respondents to the survey 

stated that they did not receive a dashcam manual or follow-up training for secondary 

recipients of the cameras.388 The IACP recognized that a significant amount of camera 

equipment was issued with little end-user knowledge as to how to fix the slightest of 

technical malfunctions. 

In various reports, the IACP has suggested that police training was inadequate. 

However, the organization has not provided guidance as to the appropriate amount of 

training or topics to include in dashcam programs. At best, the IACP reports touched on 

the subject, indicating that all department personnel requires training in evidence 

procedures, laws, and dashcam policy. At the culmination of the IACP 2004 dashcam 

report, the organization did provide best practices and a model policy section. The 

recommendation sections address support for video equipment procurement, chain of 

evidence problems, and preventing the destruction of equipment.389 However, the IACP’s 

best practices and model policy did not outline a training curriculum for dashcams. The 

IACP also did not suggest an educational model integrating the issues driving camera 

implementation and actual dashcam training.  

Reviews of dashcam surveys continued to indicate a significant lack of initial and 

supplemental training on the technology.390 Similarly, in 2010, the NIJ recognized that 

BWC use in law enforcement had problems with technical specifications and operational 

standards.391 In turn, the NIJ funded a grant for the production of a BWC implementation  
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guide. In 2010, Hayes and Ericson, the grant recipients, utilized the IACP 2004 dashcam 

study as a source of relevant material when preparing the technology primer for the 

NIJ.392 Hayes and Ericson based the training guidance on information taken directly from 

the 2004 IACP dashcam survey, converting the material into recommendations for BWC 

use.393 However, there are indications that the lessons learned from dashcams are not 

transitioning to recognizing the inherent need for training on BWCs.  

There are many situations where a review of problems associated with dashcams 

could be beneficial to BWC programs. For example, in 2002, an IACP training session 

discovered that officers using dashcams were unable to fix minor problems and operate 

the equipment properly.394 Using the information to eliminate such issues in BWC use 

may prevent the unnecessary loss of evidence and, in turn, reduce public suspicion. 

Analysis of the past problems may also help to avoid significant flaws, such as the failure 

to train officers on laws and agency policies. A training deficit in the areas of proper 

procedures and legality can have substantial repercussions resulting from the inability to 

provide adequate guidance.   

In 2014, COPS, along with PERF, published a BWC program implementation 

manual that highlights explicit training needs. The 2014 PERF report synthesized the 

responses from BWC surveys along with agency executive interviews at a 2013 

conference.395 The report culminated in a series of recommendations that included 

training, as detailed in Figure 2.396  
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Figure 2.  PERF’s BWC Training Recommendations397   

Unlike the vague training instructions that the IACP provided in the 2004 dashcam 

report, PERF’s BWC training recommendations are direct and explicit.  

The training support provided by Miller and Toliver addresses the relevant issues 

stemming from BWC surveys and the historical perspective of dashcams. PERF’s 

proposed curriculum covers the policy and legal parameters as well as the operational 

aspects of BWCs.398 Miller and Toliver were careful to include a section on 

malfunctioning devices and instructions for equipment manual access.399 Additionally, a 
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27. Before agency personnel are equipped with body-worn cameras, they must 
receive all mandated training. 
 
28. Body-worn camera training should include the following: 

 All practices and protocols covered by the agency’s body-worn camera policy 
(which should be distributed to all personnel during training) 

 An overview of relevant state laws governing consent, evidence, privacy, and 
public disclosure 

 Procedures for operating the equipment safely and effectively 
 Scenario-based exercises that replicate situations that officers might encounter in 

the field 
 Procedures for downloading and tagging recorded data 
 Procedures for accessing and reviewing recorded data (only for personnel 

authorized to access the data) 
 Procedures for preparing and presenting digital evidence for court 
 Procedures for documenting and reporting any malfunctioning device or 

supporting system 
 
29. A body-worn camera training manual should be created in both digital and hard-
copy form and should be readily available at all times to agency personnel. 

 The training manual should be posted on the agency’s intranet. 
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progressive suggestion by PERF incorporates scenario-based training for BWC use.400 

Scenario training allows agencies to evaluate operations and tailor instructions to 

facilitate expected outcomes.401 In scenario-based training for BWCs, organizations have 

the opportunity to customize their programs to fulfill the goals of officer safety, 

accountability, and agency transparency. However, problems may arise because scenario 

training can differ significantly from actual operations.  

Despite some limitations in scenario training, the method allows police officers to 

make judgments and determine the applicability of laws in part using case law. 

According to Larry E. Holtz, when building a case, officers use initial stimuli, and 

“rational inferences drawn from such stimuli then mix with the officer’s experience, 

training, and education to build a reasonable basis for the activity which will follow.”402 

In light of Holtz’s statement, police officers are trained to fill in the absence of 

information and base decisions on how close a situation resembles a past event. However, 

problems with camera use may be compounded when the stimuli are focused on the 

ancillary or negative aspects or BWC use rather than the situation at hand.  

Police officers view and analyze BWC video as training and to help create best 

practices, which also creates a potential for heuristic error. In literature put out by the 

DOJ, the key elements described for experience-based decision-making are similar to the 

concepts suggested by other authors for using the BWC as a training tool.403 The DOJ 

literature indicates that BWC video review can provide immediate feedback and analysis 

of videos can help create best practices.404 In a report for the DOJ, White assessed that 

BWCs could be utilized as a training tool to serve as a “mechanism for positive feedback, 

can identify problems in officer behavior, [and] can help identify best practices in 
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handling critical incidents.”405 Essentially, White says that the BWC video can be a tool 

to analyze experience for future positive outcomes. On the same subject, March writes 

“many of the capabilities of individuals are connected to their abilities to profit from the 

experiences, knowledge, and practices of others.”406 BWCs can contribute to officer 

memories and, arguably, to the development of information by creating video and audio 

recordings.  

In certain situations, BWC training and usage can develop the effects of the 

availability heuristic. Since the inception of the BWC, the sharing of videos has been 

encouraged as a valuable training tool.407 Open-source officer videos are used for 

training purposes and shared via Internet sites such as Policeone.com and 

BLUtube.com.408 Hundreds of videos posted on the PoliceOne BLUtube training site 

demonstrate examples of BWC recordings in use as training material.409 On the two law 

enforcement–centered sites, BWC videos are available, featuring situations ranging from 

the routine call to controversial incidents including officer-involved shootings.  

The posted videos offer an excellent medium for the exchange of experience and 

creation of potential memories. There must be an understanding, however, that the 

memories can also lead to decision errors. If experience creates prior knowledge and sets 

the starting point for expected observations and assessments, a person’s cognitive bias 

can cause a form of closed-minded thinking where they view options and possibilities as 

limited. Considering that the review process is meant to add to knowledge and 

experience, the process can also potentially work against the officer by limiting perceived 

options to decisions already made and potentially flawed.     

People rely on experience as a guide for future decision making in order to avoid 

previous poor decisions in favor of better future choices. Research on decision regret has 

found that people want to avoid repeating past mistakes and regret the decisions they 
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made if they do not turn out as expected.410  People also tend to repeat actions that have 

resulted in positive past performance. Experience gained both individually and 

collectively has been a cornerstone of BWC research and literature since the technology 

push began in the United States. In 2013, the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) 

surveyed over 500 police agencies and held a special conference specifically to gather 

insights, experiences, and lessons learned about the use of BWCs.411 Professional 

conferences and surveys, such as the one completed by PERF, are designed to provide 

guidance toward avoiding past mistakes and repeating positive actions.  

C. RECORDING EVIDENCE AND PRIVACY CONCERNS  

Dashcam and BWC reports completed for the DOJ adequately documented 

problems with evidence protection and privacy issues. Despite best practice suggestions 

provided by the federal government, law enforcement agencies continued to come under 

scrutiny involving problems surrounding dashcam evidence. As BWCs came online, 

problems with officers controlling the collection, processing, and surrender of evidence 

continued, despite the levels of security in BWC technology. However, the modernization 

of recording equipment did not change the public’s distrust in the police’s ability to 

secure evidence. BWC technology advancements limited human intervention in video 

processing and reduced the fear of police tampering, but officer discretion in when and 

where to record remained a problem.412 Beyond evidence tampering and discretionary 

issues, BWCs generated new areas of evidence concerns.  

BWC mobility expanded the areas of interest from dashcam evidence adulteration 

to the invasion of privacy. BWCs gather evidence in areas with a high expectation of 

privacy, capturing citizens at some of the most stressful, and most private, times in their 
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lives.413 In the 2013 ACLU statement endorsing BWCs, the organization explicitly 

addressed both the new privacy concerns and the issue of evidence preservation. Stanley 

called for policies and technology to ensure the respect for privacy while raising concerns 

regarding police ability to alter video evidence.414 Still, the ACLU maintains that a BWC 

policy should provide the police latitude to consider the privacy of victims or witnesses 

and, at times, not record.415 In a similar opinion, Lindsay and Toliver write that, based on 

feedback from a culmination of PERF research, officer discretion in BWC operation is a 

necessity.416 The authors further write that police discretion is required to ensure citizen 

cooperation and feelings of trust in certain situations—such as in cases of abuse 

and rape.417  

In 2017, evidence collected from either the BWC or dashcams has become 

synonymous. Agency policy and local laws regulate video evidence collection, 

processing, and release. However, it is unknown if all police agencies in the United States 

are operating with dashcam and BWC policies in place. Agencies may operate camera 

programs without internal policies and solely rely on court rules for guidance. In 2004, 

PERF reported that some organizations operated without dashcam policies.418  In 2013, 

Miller and Toliver reported that, out of 63 organizations surveyed, “nearly one-third did 

not have a written policy governing” usage.419 In 2014, USA Today reported that, in a 

survey of 254 police agencies, nearly one-third were deploying BWCs without a written 

policy in place.420 As of August 2016, Upturn, a company compiling information for the 
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Leadership Conference, reports that 24 of 46 police agencies investigated did make their 

camera policies publically available.421  

Despite dashcam and BWC policy options, collected video evidence is subject to 

discovery and admissibility standards set by state and federal court rules of evidence.422 

However, the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press writes that some states lack 

video evidence laws and that many agencies make up their own rules.423 In other states, 

such as North Carolina, laws deny public access to video evidence.424 Still, in some 

places where video evidence is accessible to the public, there are problems with 

destruction, processing, and release. For example, in 2015, Konkol and Biasco reported 

that an internal review at the Chicago Police Department found 80 percent of the 

agency’s 850 dashcams did not record audio due to either operator error or intentional 

destruction.425 According to Chicago Police spokesperson Anthony Gugliemi, an 

additional 12 percent of dashcams had video issues stemming from the same cause.426 In 

some cases, equipment failure leads to the destruction or lack of evidence. However, in a 

significant number of other cases, evidence problems stem from factors controlled by 

system administrators and operators.  

To some extent, the lack of laws, policies, and improved practices seems to be the 

primary condition blocking dashcams and BWCs’ ability to provide transparency and 

accountability. Reports of conditions like those in Chicago or North Carolina indicate a 

lack of national governance is leading to decisions inclined toward self-preservation 

rather than the greater good. In an article published in Project Management Journal, 

Muller et al. explain how individuals often make decisions in their favor when there is a 

lack of organizational governance. In the 2013 business study, Muller et al. attempted to  
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identify the causes of international corporate scandals by reviewing various cases and the 

type of organizational controls in place.427 According to the authors, ethical dilemmas 

arise when there is a lack of direction and governance structure, indicating that, without 

proper guidance and order, decisions may be unfairly balanced.428 In some cases, the 

findings of Muller et al. apply to the use of recording equipment in policing. Policy 

design and administrators may have an impact on the success or failure of camera 

programs, but repeating problematic conditions with dashcam and BWC use more 

indicate flaws inherent in systemic police procedures. 

D. THE INFLUENCE OF TIME 

The amount of time that BWCs are in service may be another factor that affects 

officer behavior. The significant onset of BWC use within the United States began in late 

2014. Studies conducted in the years 2012 – 2014 yielded positive results, indicating that 

BWCs may cause decreases in complaints against police. However, studies between the 

years 2015- 2016 began to show contrary results with the steady or increased use of force 

incidents. Research from the early implementation of dashcams also revealed that officer 

feelings toward the technology were significantly stronger at the onset.429 However, even 

when the use of dashcams became routine, incidents of misconduct continue to be 

captured by the vehicle-mounted devices. Like other technology, the use of BWCs and 

dashcams may have desired effects at first; after officers become accustomed to the 

technology use, though, their behavior may revert.430 The amount of time that BWCs are 

in use may partially account for the difference in investigation results reported by various 

researchers.   
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

I don’t have a particular recommendation other than that we base 
decisions on as much hard data as possible. We need to carefully look at 
all the options and all their ramifications in making our decisions. 

—Dorothy E. Denning431 

 

Thorough analysis of the limited BWC research between the years 2012 and 2017 

shows that camera use can have a different and changing impact on police behavior. 

Initial studies showed beneficial changes reducing the use of force and citizen complaints 

while later studies displayed the contrary. The studies commonly asserted the 

significance of their conclusions; however, the researchers encouraged agencies to 

conduct independent research before initiating BWC programs. Researchers also reported 

significant flaws among organizations that allowed discretionary recording and suggested 

proper training could alleviate many of the problems arising from BWC use. Also, some 

researchers indicated that automation might minimize human errors as human factors can 

unpredictably alter the dynamics of BWC use. Based on the analytical results, the 

question for police administrators becomes twofold. First, how can the positive aspects of 

BWC use be isolated? Second, how is positive police behavior with BWCs sustainable 

over prolonged periods? The findings and recurring themes from the BWC research 

featured in this thesis form the basis for the following recommendations, which may help 

other BWC programs isolate and sustain positive police behavior.  

A. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations are only valuable when based on the objective analysis of hard 

data and valid research. This research identifies themes based on an investigation of 

BWC research, the history of dashcams, a comparison between the technologies, and  
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influencers to decision-making. The analysis suggests that the improvement of BWC use 

in policing requires independent research, training, policy adjustment, and the utilization 

of advancements in technology. The following suggestions directly address impediments 

that currently hinder the BWCs ability to increase police legitimacy and transparency.   

1. Conduct Individualized BWC Research Specific to Organizations 

Agencies implementing BWC programs should carry out investigations before 

procurement and use. Michael White has recommended independent testing in an initial 

BWC assessment for the DOJ as does Barak Ariel throughout his extended research. 

Studies suggest that the use of BWCs can backfire in that they may increase the use of 

force, assaults against officers, and citizen complaints. Implementation of BWCs based 

on research from other departments is, therefore, irresponsible. BWC data from existing 

studies are not transferable from one agency to the next; it was also not the intention of 

the investigators that their results be transferable. Policies, methods of operation, and the 

results from adopting camera programs are all subject to independent variables, which are 

unique to individual agencies. At no point did the studies’ researchers disseminate their 

results to other locales―let alone extrapolate national policy from local research. At the 

conclusion of the discussion for each of the experiments discussed in this thesis, the 

author noted the limitations of their studies and suggested the necessity of further 

research to mitigate those limitations.  

The measurement of the impact of BWCs within an agency is best measured by 

citizen and officer surveys accompanying the comparison of data. In their 2015 article, 

Paul Drover and Barak Ariel provide guidance for overcoming the challenges of 

implementing a BWC trial. Drover and Ariel suggest that police leaders undertake 

evidence-based testing, managing operations, and implementing change.432 The failure to 

tailor BWC programs to an organization’s individual needs may result in limited short-

term success.  
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2. Provide All Members of an Organization Advanced BWC Training 

Training must go beyond the standard practice of covering BWC operations, 

policies, and legal subjects. Reports that summarize factors surrounding both BWCs and 

dashcams indicate significant shortcomings in camera training programs. BWC training 

should include areas that allow for a change in officer behavior, such as education about 

the psychological aspects of BWC use. Miller and Toliver suggest that law enforcement 

incorporate scenario-based training for BWC use.433 Scenario training allows agencies to 

evaluate operations and tailor instructions to facilitate expected outcomes.434 The 

scenario process allows organizations the opportunity to customize programs to fulfill the 

goals of officer safety, accountability, and agency transparency. Training programs 

should also incorporate feedback from officer and citizen surveys, mitigating problems 

before they create lasting damage.  

The end goal of BWC training programs should be eliminating the initial catalyst 

for camera use in policing. Camera training programs have traditionally focused on the 

equipment use, policies, and evidence protocols. However, optimal BWC use requires 

training to addresses the causes of police-public conflict. In 2014, the Center for 

American Progress published an article containing four ideas to reform the criminal 

justice process and improve police-community relations.435 In addition to enhancing data 

collection and increasing police supervision, the Center’s staff recommended implicit 

bias training to help officers understand their unconscious views of various demographics 

of society.436 Similarly, in 2015, the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing 

published an implementation guide recommending policing reforms.437 The Task Force 
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recommended updating training, policy, and data collection, along with community 

engagement.438 Contemporary research such as these may not provide absolute solutions 

either, and agencies may need to recognize the natural lack of complete answers. 

Consideration must also go to guidance on reforms with insight into policing problems, 

as they are understood by the public and civilian leadership.  

Before BWC deployment, agency personnel should understand psychological 

factors associated with the manifestation of a social identity, as well as an understanding 

of heuristics. Personnel require an understanding of their personal biases and how the 

BWC subconsciously affects the way they make decisions. Some research has shown that 

warning participants about the pitfalls of anchoring effects can sufficiently change self-

generated anchors.439 Training programs should also ensure that officers realize the 

potential for BWCs to change behaviors, especially how reductions occur in de-escalation 

techniques. Officers should receive information about previous and ongoing BWC 

research. Moreover, training programs should incorporate all agency personnel to help 

alleviate the pressures of overbearing supervision and foster mutual understanding 

between supervisory personnel and their subordinates. 

a. Training on BWC Use and Police Decision-making 

People inherently want to make safe decisions, and, in law enforcement, serious 

consequences can result from making bad decisions. To avoid risk and repeat success, 

Marsh contends that “past actions tend to be repeated leading to observations that are 

concentrated in the same or similar situations.”440 Making decisions that are based on 

experience and previous positive outcomes can help reduce the risk associated with 

decision-making.441 Decisions that rely upon experience also help fill the gaps created by 
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the decision-makers’ limited cognitive capabilities and lack of complete information.442 

The use of experience in decision-making is also not limited to personal events; research 

evidence shows that individuals can make personal judgments based on the experiences 

or expectations of other persons, too.443 Experience available in short-term memory can 

be useful for the efficiency of decision-making, but it can also create a series of cognitive 

biases that can lead to decision errors.  

Decision errors can occur because people give readily available memories a 

greater value than old memories. According to Beach, this will cause decision-makers to 

judge familiar events as more likely to occur than unfamiliar events.444 For example, a 

person reading a news article on motor vehicle theft will be more likely to believe a 

vehicle theft will happen, rather than another type of crime. There is also no need for the 

available information to be factual or first hand; easily available information that is 

imagined is also given preference for a greater probability.445  Tversky and Kahneman 

conclude that this error of the availability heuristic can lead to an “illusionary 

correlation,” whereby information combines to form an answer, despite contradictory 

evidence.446 Similar to the representativeness heuristic, contradictory evidence is 

ignored, and greater weight is given to the available information. Because the weighting 

of information in memory can have both positive and negative effects, understanding 

limitations of the process can assist in understanding the cause of various influences on 

decision-making.   

Police trainers are aware of the effects imparted from recent and repetitive 

memories and often tailor their programs to take advantage of the way people process 

information into forming decisions and habits. Dr. Matthew J. Sharps, a police research 
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consultant who specializes in cognitive psychology in law enforcement, says that 

memory can be separated into three dimensions long-term, short-term, and working.447 

Sharps believes that the memory dimensions overlap and that the working and short-term 

dimensions have limited duration and capacity. In the book, Processing under Pressure, 

Sharps concluded that, when information is available in long-term memory, unless it is 

immediately present and available in short-term memory, it is often not present in the 

context of the decision. Sharps recommends that “to facilitate the best decisions,” 

information needs to be loaded into short-term or working memory even if the 

information is already known to the person.448 Sharps further suggests that memory 

loading can be facilitated by reading material, the posting of notes, or the watching of 

videos.449 Sharps did not specifically discuss BWC videos; however, BWC videos are 

used for police training as previously mentioned. 

In addition to the legitimate training sites, police videos generated from vehicle 

and BWCs have become prevalent and easily publicly accessible. An Internet query using 

a conventional search engine, entering the keywords “police,” “Body-camera,” and 

“video” results in seven million searchable web addresses and 680,000 news articles.450 

A search on Youtube.com for the keywords “top” “police” “body” “camera” “videos” 

yields over one million results with eighteen out of the top twenty featuring officer-

involved shootings.451 Several of the posted videos have had millions of views with one 

particular officer BWC shooting receiving over five million views.452 The broad public 

exposure to readily available BWC videos may create memories that influence decisions 

made by the subconscious application of the availability heuristic. The consistent 
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exposure to BWC videos in training and through media outlets facilitate short-term 

memory loading.  

Available memories speed cognitive processing and provide pathways for the 

linking of similar situations. Memories that have relevance to a given problem to be 

addressed can also be the starting point in the decision-making process.453 The starting 

point for decisions can start at the conception of the problem or may begin with a partial 

gauge of the problem.454 Tversky and Kahneman call this initial starting point 

“anchoring” and the subsequent modifications to the decision “adjustment.”455 Beach 

describes the adjustment part of the heuristic as assessments, which are adjusted up or 

down according to the circumstances surrounding the situation.456 Tversky and 

Kahneman’s research on the subject found that the adjustments made from formed biases 

are usually insufficient, too high or too low, and they contributed decision-maker 

subjectivity as the cause of the adjustment errors.457 Additional studies building on the 

work Tversky and Kahneman attempted to find the origins of the insufficient adjustments 

by adding variables to the study design.   

Further research also suggests stress effects decision-making, particularly 

applicable as many police decisions are made during times of high stress. In a 2006 

research study by Epley and Gilovich, the researchers found that their subjects’ 

adjustments were inadequate because the adjusting ended when the decision-maker 

reached a plausible solution.458 Their study also concluded with a correlation between 

stress and the amount of adjusting people made from original anchor points. On one 

hand, they found that, in stressful situations, people change less from their original 

anchor point; on the other hand, individuals who were motivated to complete a task and 
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were not under stress made greater adjustments from their anchor points.459 Epley and 

Gilovich’s results support Sharps’s training recommendations that information needs to 

be loaded into long-term memory to be used. Their results also support the reasoning that 

stress caused by BWC use can increase the bias effect on decision-making.  

In addition to the possible stress caused by video recording and the potential for 

memory availability caused by video review, the BWC unit alone may be the basis for a 

heuristic anchor point. A national study conducted in 2016 shows that some police 

officers might have a preconceived notion of public behavior because of BWC usage.460 

The PEW Research Center survey reported that, when officers were asked about the use 

of BWCs and citizen behavior, 33 percent said the public is more likely to cooperate 

while 10 percent stated that they were less likely to cooperate.461 Still, 56 percent of 

officers surveyed said that BWC activity would not make a difference in public 

behavior.462 Despite the opinion of the majority of the study respondents, the results 

indicate that 43 percent of the surveyed officers may have an anchor point to start their 

assessments on citizen behavior before actual personal contact.  

b.  SIAM and the Police Officer  

The application of the cultural identity markers do not provide rigid, exact 

answers but, instead, a framework in which to analyze events and relationships.463 

Several minor traits associated with the police occupation can be viewed as contributors 

to group cohesiveness, such as standard uniforms and methods of operation. However, 

the relationship between the officer and the profession of law enforcement most strongly 

indicates group influence on individual decision-making. A police career is more than 

employment; it is a form of social interaction that stretches beyond the organization of 

employment. As members of a group, police officers develop a sense of belonging that 
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fulfills their set of prescribed values and emotional needs.464 Horwitz and Rabbie 

describe a person who has developed their socially constructed identity from group 

membership as having an affinity for their group (in-group) and a tendency to 

depersonalize people outside of the group (out-group).465 

The dominant sources that cause a person to create their social identity and in-

group affinity stem from the cognitive, emotional, and evaluative perceptions that people 

experience as part of a group.466 For example, there is a feeling of symbiotic benefit 

between individual members and a police organization. Analyzing the individual/ 

organization exchange as a patron/ client relationship identifies the organization as the 

patron and the individual group members as the clients. As the patron, the organization 

fills the needs of the clients by providing cohesiveness, security, and an element of a 

social identity. The organization, in turn, functions through the labor of the clients. The 

feeling of safety provided by the organization and other individual members fulfills a 

significant primary need for the police officer. Through the patron/ client exchange cycle, 

the police officer develops an in-group affinity. 

Police experience in-group affinity and the naturally resulting out-group bias. The 

development of an in-group affinity creates a bias against individuals, groups, or formal 

organizations that are perceived as part of the out-group. Identification with group 

membership is both individual and collective, contributing to a belief system that can 

lend itself to a position of “me vs. you” and “us vs. them.”467 The 2017 PEW Research 

Center national survey of police officers provides a contemporary example of the in-

group / out-group bias. In the PEW study, police responses indicated that officers have 

significant safety concerns and feel there is a great divide between the police and 

public.468 The officer’s safety concerns could be related to the 2016 increase in officer 
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line of duty deaths or increasing crime rates.469 However, some researchers found that 

crime rates were irrelevant in previous years. According to Hanley, despite declining 

crime rates, police security needs exist and are the catalyst for increased cohesiveness 

based on a perceived sense of danger.470  

Hanley’s conclusion is also evident in a review of organizational and individual 

officer’s responses when group security is challenged. Responses to challenges of police 

security are often met with overwhelming effort. For example, the search efforts when a 

police officer is killed or injured often go well beyond the resource allocations when non-

police officers are involved. When, on September 12, 2014, an assailant opened fire at a 

Pennsylvania State Police Barracks injuring Trooper Alex Douglas and murdering 

Corporal Byron K. Dickson II, police from New York, New Jersey, and throughout the 

Northeast responded to assist in the search.471 Over 11 million dollars was spent on 

police salary and benefits in the 48-day manhunt for Corporal Dickson’s killer.472 In this 

case, the financial expenditure and cross-jurisdictional authorizations indicate that the 

feelings of police cohesiveness transcend across agencies and their hierarchies.  

Another indicator of the relationship between the individual and their profession 

is observable in the response by officers to police funerals. Hundreds, if not thousands, of 

uniformed officers from multiple jurisdictions often attend funerals of fallen officers in 

the line of duty. When, in December 2014, Officer Wenjian Liu was assassinated along 

with his partner, Rafael Ramos, more than 10 thousand police officers from across the 

United States and Canada attended his funeral.473 The attendance at funerals is also a  
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direct outward showing of response to an honor challenge and a direct function of in-

group affinity. Individual and representative replies to honor challenges are direct 

defensive measures to protect group identity and their positive feelings. People who 

identify themselves as members of a group accept the group as a part of their socially 

constructed identity and, as such, the value of the group has implications for a person’s 

self-worth.474 Decisions that people make in this context directly relate to their belief that 

their choices are relevant to the overall honor of the group.475 In addition to SIAM, 

similar veins of psychological research suggest that people will make decisions if they 

feel that their choice is personally relevant.476  

Research suggests that, if people believe that their decision is personally relevant, 

that sense of relevance can influence their decision. In 2004, through the study of a 

research group’s voting habits, Acevedo and Krueger concluded that people voted more 

often when they believed their vote mattered and when their chosen vote coincided with 

the general population.477 In the study, the participants voted despite the fact that their 

actual vote may have been irrelevant because of the U.S. Electoral College system.478 

Acevedo and Krueger’s study shows that personal-relevance-based decisions in certain 

circumstances may be favored over rational-choice-based decisions, similar to the 

findings of SIT. The belief in personal relevance suggests that people emphasize 

selecting their decisions and actions based on a sense of self-interest, sometimes despite 

contradictory evidence of their decision mattering.  

c. In-Group Response to Social Pressure 

A person’s perceived social identity carries with it a presumption that their 

decisions and actions are relevant to group representation. According to Tajfel, social 
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identity is “part of an individual’s self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his 

membership in a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional 

significance attached to that membership.”479 Adherence to group membership can be so 

strong that members will disregard personal losses, sometimes even physical mutilation, 

for the sake of group loyalty.480 SIT suggests that members of a group will make 

decisions in favor of the group, even at the loss of their own benefit. To members of a 

group who have developed a strong social identity, the beliefs, culture, and regulations of 

the group become the individual’s accepted standard behavior. The United States 

Military, for example, capitalizes on the principles of SIT group membership to create 

operational teams rather than individual operators. For example, the Navy Basic 

Underwater Demolition SEAL course is designed to cultivate team accomplishment and 

discourage individualism, emphasizing that people do not get through the course by 

themselves.481  

Members of organizations, such as police departments, that are interlaced with 

adherence to group identification are also prone to being individual representatives for 

the entire group. According to Vanek, the actions of officers working in a collaborative 

team are interpreted on three levels “1. As the police in general, 2. As the police 

department you represent, 3. As an individual.”482 The identification of individuals as 

representatives of an entire group further adds to the already existing influence resulting 

from group membership. To the same extent, equipment such as the BWC that can 

convey an officer’s behavior may also be influential in a person’s choice of actions. With 

a BWC in use, the person is aware that there is a greater chance of scrutiny from both 

within and reflecting on their group.  
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BWC use demonstrates that the officer’s performance is evaluated not only by the 

public but also by their supervisors and peers. The BWC brings with it a firsthand view 

of officers’ actions, demeanor, and knowledge, as well as their reluctance to act. The 

police that use the BWC are expected to work within the norms of the group, which 

includes defending the group’s honor. In other words, when an officer is faced with an 

honor challenge in the field while wearing a BWC, they are no longer the sole witness to 

their response. An officer with a strong group identity will likely, therefore, act according 

to their perception of how the group believes they should respond, limiting their possible 

options, giving rise to heuristic errors on several layers. Under group identity conditions, 

the officer’s decision-making is influenced by their perceptions of self-worth and self-

interest. Subconsciously, they are likely to balance decisions between expected response 

and the risk of losing self-esteem. The decision-making obstacles presented by the 

feelings of personal relevance and self-identification with group membership are further 

compounded by society’s view of police agencies as systematic and broken.   

3. Minimize Officer Discretion for Incident Recordings 

Agency policy should explicitly spell out when officers are to commence and end 

BWC activation, complete with consequences for failing to record and a system for 

ensuring compliance. When officers fail to record an incident, despite the availability of 

BWCs, public sentiment reverts to suspicion and accusations of misconduct. For 

example, in 2017, when police shot a woman in Minneapolis, Minnesota, the fact that the 

officers failed to turn on BWCs created as much controversy as the actions surrounding 

the shooting.483 Several studies, including one in Phoenix in 2013, have shown that 

officers selectively record calls for service when allowed.484  

One of the main purposes for BWC implementation has been to deter misconduct. 

Deterrence is based on three elements: the likelihood of apprehension, severity, and 
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swiftness of punishment.485 However, agencies are still attempting to achieve optimal 

operational levels, without maximizing the deterrent effects of the BWC. It is possible 

that agencies favor minimum deterrent levels out of fear that they will deter actual police 

work. Optimum functional levels are achievable if officers work with the expectation that 

all incidents are recorded. In 2015, in a follow-on investigation to a multi-site study, 

Ariel et al. argued that the deterrence of misconduct is closely linked to activation 

policies and discretion in BWC operation.486 Ariel et al. also contended that when 

organizations allow officers greater discretion to record without consequences for 

deactivation, the deterrent factors of the BWCs were less effective.487 Evidence from the 

same study suggests that when recording commences after an encounter has escalated, 

the BWC does not have deterrent effects on the police use of inappropriate force.488 

There is a possibility that BWCs limit de-escalation techniques when used selectively. 

For BWC use to have the highest chance to support the de-escalation of a situation, 

officers should notify people of BWC recording, and it should be at the very onset of or 

before the engagement. Ultimately, if officers are allowed to modify or opt-out of 

mandatory activation procedures without consequences, BWCs will not likely improve 

behavior. 

4. Allow Automated Systems to Record Incidents within Practical Limits 
of Acceptable Agency Parameters  

There are several reasons why agencies should look at automatically activating or 

continuously recording BWCs. Evidence recovery and selective activation have posed 

problems with officers since the police started using dash cams. Beyond dash cams, 

several BWC experiments, including those in Phoenix and Denver as well as the RAND 

multi-site study, noted problems with officer inconsistency in activating the units. 

Automated systems ensure that evidence is captured despite an officer’s desires, and they 

provide police psychological conditioning. In some cases, there are definite benefits 
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when officers are conditioned to having all incidents recorded. One study found that 

when agency BWC policies mandated recording and officers had limited authority to turn 

off the camera, improper use-of-force incidents declined.489 Complaints of recording 

failures have several manufacturers creating camera units that activate on physical 

triggers such as overhead light engagement or the removal of a weapon from the holster. 

There is also a benefit to automated BWC systems that override the officer’s ability to 

intentionally failing to record incidents. Automated BWCs may also provide safe 

recording when officers are unable to activate their cameras. 

During critical incidents, as officers are fighting for survival, there may not be 

enough time for them to turn on their BWCs. During vehicle pursuits, automobile 

accidents, or deadly force encounters, the action may occur at speeds that prohibit the 

opportunity to do anything at all except focus on completing the task safely. Under 

survival conditions, stress levels may be at a point that activation is physically 

impossible. Colonel David Grossman writes that the human brain cannot activate fine 

motor skills, such as pushing the button of a BWC, when a person’s stress is elevated to 

fight-or-flight mode.490 Automated systems may also link critically triggered BWC 

activations to other safety features, such as dispatch alerts complete with GPS locations 

and open-ended communications. Andrew Rathburn, writing for Police Magazine, says 

that police adaptability with emerging technologies is necessary, as the integration of 

electronics will likely shape operational methods.491 Rathburn recommends organizations 

adapt to the influx of electronics quickly rather than fall behind technological progress.492 
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B. CONCLUSION 

Isolating law enforcement operations in a neat, testable experiment is akin to 

studying any human decision making under serious pressure; results may vary. 

Significant variables can affect behavior outside BWC use. Specialized training, pressure 

from national or local events, the psychological aspects of being recorded, and countless 

other factors all may concurrently, with or absent of BWC use, influence a shift in 

policing methods. The culture, personality, education, and training of the test subjects 

alone make ascertaining transferable BWC test results difficult, and challenges also exist 

in attempting to extrapolate national data from local and regional research. Thus, 

unsurprisingly, the analysis revealed varying results among the previous studies. Some 

studies showed positive results with decreases in complaints and use of force while others 

concluded with neutral or adverse effects arising from camera implementation. However, 

the variations in results of BWC research conclusions are entirely logical if other factors 

are considered. When results are matched against the history of dashcams and 

consideration is given to a police officer’s perceived social identity, it is understandable 

that research results will have varying results.    

Under conditions in which an officer is accustomed to a BWC and pressured by a 

challenge to his or her social identity, the use of the camera technology may speed up the 

time in which a police encounter is resolved. Before the utilization of a BWC, an officer 

had the option to allow a citizen or suspect time to vent emotions and comply with 

commands, without the possibility of later public scrutiny. However, the use of the BWC 

reveals an officer’s actions, demeanor, and knowledge, as well as one’s reluctance to 

act―to their supervisors, peers, and the public. When an officer must protect a social 

identity on video, taking verbal abuse or time to de-escalate a situation, may not seem, on 

camera, to be a professional response by the police when actually talking things through, 

even if it means getting called names, may have saved lives or at least decreased use of 

force on either side. The officers, conditioned with a perceived social identity, may act as 

if their decisions and actions represent their group, and an officer with a strong group 

identity will likely act according to their perception of how the group believes they 

should respond, limiting their possible options.  
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If the hypothesis is correct that a BWC limits the de-escalation abilities of the 

police because of the impact the recordings may have on social identity, then research 

indicating the neutral or increased use-of-force incidents makes sense. Also, an officer 

wearing a BWC may feel a reduced need for gathering evidence, based on the perception 

that the camera acts as an independent witness. An officer’s opinions that the BWC 

provides support in justifying his or her actions may explain why Pang and Pavlou found 

increases in deadly force incidents with camera use. The theoretical explanation that 

follows helps explain how the findings reported by researchers Ariel et al. as well as 

Pang and Pavlou are possible.     

Before the use of a BWC, an officer had a requirement to gather enough 

articulable evidence to justify an enforcement action or the use force. The independent 

gathering of proof necessary for prosecution created a process that extended officer and 

suspect contact. During the extended contact period between officers and suspects, 

negotiations were repetitive, and time was allotted for logical decisions to prevail. The 

time it took officers to gather enough reasonable articulable evidence to justify a 

subjective arrest, or use of force, inherently fostered a de-escalation dialogue. Also, 

exchanges between officers and civilians remained isolated to the knowledge of the 

witnesses. An officer extending a courtesy or a civilian berating an officer was not 

second-guessed by the public or available for public review, as video evidence was 

unavailable. However, the situation changed when BWCs were introduced into the 

environment.  

With BWC use, there is a high probability that officers may curb behavior, issue 

fewer warnings, and work tightly within the rule of law. An officer with a BWC also 

knows that video recordings as evidence have a sound impact on judicial proceedings. 

The officers may have a presumption that a BWC recording assists in justifying an 

action, in turn making the officer less averse to deploying force. The assumption that a 

BWC acts as an independent witness alleviates some of the officer’s responsibility for 

collecting a substantial amount of reasonable articulable evidence. In turn, there is a 

reduction in the processing time for a scenario requiring subjective decision making. Less 

processing time means less repetitive orders and a decrease in time for constant efforts to 
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de-escalate the situation. As the officer initiates action faster, the parties engage during a 

point in time when emotions are at their highest. When an officer and a subject engage 

with limited de-escalation time, compliance is limited, leading to an escalation in the use 

of force. The theoretical explanation described applies in many situations where officers 

face subjective decisions. In police work, an officer subjectively decides the 

interpretation of circumstances in cases that range from disorderly conduct to the use of 

deadly force.  

Within this situation, the officer’s organization exerts pressure as well. Under the 

conditions described, the officer’s decisions are more likely to favor protecting his or her 

social identity, lowering one’s tolerance to honor challenges. The officer is less likely to 

allow perceived honor challenges to pass, acting to save face for the group. The BWC 

recording is a memorialization of the incident available to supervisors, peers, and the 

public. An officer less inclined to let honor challenges pass may be more willing to use 

force as resolution. Within this context, a situation resolved through de-escalation or 

avoidance may not satisfy the officer’s psychological needs at the time. 

The BWC is not just a piece of equipment that is distributable without due 

consideration. If the elements presented here are correct, BWC use may contribute to 

increased use of force due to decreased officer tolerance. However, BWCs do show great 

promise; the equipment does have the ability to provide transparency and bolster police 

legitimacy. As many authors stated before, no more than dashcams are, BWCs are not a 

panacea for the problems that exist between society and the police. Unintended 

consequences of BWC use may occur if not avoided through a comprehensive system of 

policy, training, education, and quality management.  
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